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Abstract

This study attempted to isolate a number of factors

(variables) associated with achieving graduate school success

in the Master of Education degree program at Memorial

University of Newfoundland. Eleven variables were examined

as possible predictors of graduate school succecs. Each

predictor variable was correlated with each of four measures

of graduate sr.:hool success.

Overall undergraduate grade average, undergraduate grade

average in the last 20 courses completed, undergraduate grade

average in education courses, undergraduate major area of

study, grade level of undergraduate education degree training,

years of teaChing and administration experience, possession

of administrative experience, sex, ag1;, full or part-time

program status and thesis or non-thesis program option were

examined as possible predictors of graduate school success.

Attainment of degree, administrative success, career success

and graduate grade average were used as measures of graduate

school success.

Based upon the correlational analysis completed, an

interesting result was the relative strength of sex, age,

years of teaching/administrative experience and undergraduate

education course average as possible predictors of graduate

school success.
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Correlations ....ere found to be quite low. However, these

correlations were similar to those found in previous research.

The use of non-continuous variables such as sex and program

status in a correlational analysis of this type could be

questioned and recommendations based upon these variables must

be viewed with caution.

Stepwise multiple regression analysis indicated that the

best predictors of graduate grade average were undergraduate

average in the last 20 courses completed, years of teaching

and/or administrative experience, possessi.on of administrative

experience and major area of undergraduate study. Best

predictors of career success included thesis/non-thesis

progra\ll option and possession of administrative experience.

A stepwise multiple regressioll analysis could not be

performed on either administrative success or attainment of

degree possibly due to the high intercorrelations between the

predictor variables. undergraduate average in the last 20

courses was the only predictor significantly correlated with

administrative success while type of attendance was the only

predictor significantly correlated with attainment of degree.

Results of this study question certain currently used

admission criteria and seem to validate other admission

criteria Given the tentative nature of certain correlations,

generalizations of results were cautioned.
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM

_Intro~uetion

Graduate departments of educational administration have

expanded dramCl~ically since the first two doctorates were

awarded in 1905 at Columbia University (Culbertson, 1978).

In the United States alone, ther.oe are 375 institutions

offering prograll\s or courses in educational administration

(Silver & Spuck, 1978). There are 30 Canadian universities

and colleges offer.ing programs in educational administration

ranging from the p!"e-master's to the doctorate (Miklos &

Nixon, 19?B). Miklos and Nixon (1978) also report that there

are over 300 full-time and 3000 part-time students enrolled

in educational administration programs in Canada. Part-time

master's candidates in Canadian univarsities have increased

rapidly and in the six year period covering 1972-78, part-time

master's enrollment has doubled (Holdaway, 1978).

In light of Holdaway's findings, it is obvious that one

of the most pressing issues facing graduate departments today

is control over large numbers of appl icants for Master's

programs. Accurate selection procedures are necessary for

fair and effective admisSl'lns to any graduate program.

Accurate selection, however, involves accurate identification

of factors directly associated with graduate school success.



As McIntyre (1966) points out, selection problems are,

or less, problems of prediction. When we select candidates

for administrative tr.aining, we are doing so on the basis of

tlprobable success" in the field of educational administration.

In other words, we are attempting to predict which candidates

will most likely and least likely succeed in an educational

all~~.nistration program.

If graduate schools are to select candidates suitable for

administrative training, then factors significantly related

to graduate school success must form the basis of such

selection. Identifying significant variables which can serve

as admission criteria has not been an easy task for educators.

In a 1975 survey questionnaire given to 39 departments of

educational administration in the United states and Canada,

one of the most crucial problems mentioned was the

identification and validation of discriminating criteria which

are predictive and defensible (Mitchell & Macspadden, 1977).

"lhile admission selection practices may vary a great deal

among graduate schools, several cornmon selection criteria can

be identified. Master I s degr.ee program co-ordinators of

educational administ.ration in Canadian universities emphasize

grade point average, letters of recommendation, and possession

of teaching and/or administrative experience in making

selection decisions (Farquhar & Housego, 1980). In the United

States, 85% of all educational administration departments

state that the three most crucial criteria used in the



selection of Cllndidates are grade point average, letters of

recommendation and standardized test scores (Silver' Spuck,

1978). Research studies concerning the validation of these

and other selection criteria have f.:lund various degrees of

success in predicting g.':"aduate performance using these

criteria as predictors (See review of literature in chapter

t ....o for correlations found between various predictor variables

and success criteria.).

Many studies have questioned the weight presently given

to several of the criteria used in graduate candidate

selection. silverston (1984) has questioned the reliance on

Graduate Record Examination scores as a selection criterion.

Lipham (1960) found that among c.ther variables, graduate stUdy

and years of teaching and/or administrative experience had no

relationship to effectiveneR5 as an educational administrator.

Swanson, Beeghly and Burdick (1969) found that undergraduate

grac.e point average was not significantly related to graduate

school success. Host studies have report.ed very slight to

moderate correlations between various predictors and graduate

school success for exa1llple (Heritage, 1977; Conrad, Trismen

, Miller, 1977; Schrader, 1984). It is a rarity to find allY

study report.ing correlations between various predictors and

graduate school success which account for more than 25 percent

of the variance in graduate school performance (See review of

literature for typical correlations reported.).



Educational administrators are unsure as to which

criteria they should use in the selective admission of

candidates to their prograll.s. A survey conducted in the

United States revealed considerable variation among professors

of educational administration programs as to the degree of

importance which should be placed upon certain adJIission

criteria in the selective admissions proc"!ss. Results of this

SU!'''Iey reported by Nickerson (1972) showed that.: 61\ of

professors beli eve that an undergraduate average of ItB" or

better is of only marginal importance while 28% feel that this

criterion is of major importance in the selection process.

Thirty-nine percent of professors surveyed felt that prior

administrative experience is of serious importance and "nly

42\ felt that standa:tdized test scores are of major importance

in the selection process. Suffice to say. there is much

uncertainty concerning which factors affect graduate school

performance.

statement of the Problem

The present study focuses on the examination of selected

predictor variables and their correlations with graduate

school success in educational administration. More

specifically, this study will address the following questions

in an attempt to clarify any uncertainty concerning the nature

of the relationship between selected predictor variables



(including eurrently used admission criteria) and qraduate

school. success in the Department of Educational Administration

at Memorial University of Newfoundland.

L Are the criteria presently used in the selection

procedure for educational administration candidates

at Memorial University predictors of success both

on the Magter's program and afterwards?

2. What is the relationship between selected predictor

variables included in this study (other than

variables currently used !:IS admission criteria at

Memorial university) and graduate school success?

3. 00 success criteria other than the traditional

academic dimension of student performance offer any

insight into overall student success in graduate

study?

4. Considering the present large applicant pool of

candidates for admission into the graduate

Department of Educational Administration, can a fair

discrimination between student potential and

graduate school l:uccess be accomplished through the

establishment of higher undergraduate cut-off points

(raising the undergraduate average required for

admission to "7011 from "65")?

5. Which factors to be associated with student

dropout from the Master' 5 degree program in

educational administration?



significance of the study

Due to the variability in correlations between various

predictor variables and graduate school success criteria, it

is generally not clear which types of criteria should be used

in selecting candidates for educational administration

programs. undergraduate academic performance, for example,

is a very common criterion used for selection purposes in

Canadian educational administration programs (Farquhar &

HOllsego, 1980. Many studies have found extreme variability

in the correlation between undergraduate and graduate grades

despite its current use as an admission criterion. In the

three year period 1979-1981, a battery of 85 separate studies

revealed correlations ranging from .05 to .45 between

undergraduate and first year graduate grades (Hecht & Powers,

1982) •

Research completed on the correlation between various

predictor variables and graduate school success has involved

rna inly undergraduate grades and standardized test scores as

predictors while the most common criterion of graduate school

success has been graduate grade point average (Johnson 50

Thompson, 1962: Owens & Roaden, 1966; Lafferty, 1969:

Blanchard, 1970; Hecht & Powers, 1982). Very few studies have

employed more than four or five predictor variables and most

use only one criterion of success.

The present stUdy is of particular importance for a

number of reasomJ.



1. It is the first concerted effort at validating

current admission procedures in the Department of

Educational Adlllinistration I s Master' s degree progralll

at Me.orial University of Newfoundland.

2. This study is being conducted at a tiDe when

graduate enrollment is increasing dramatically and

admission standards are being seriouslY exallined.

3. very few previous studies have included the numbers

and types ot rredictor variables involved in the

present study.

4. The majority of previous studies have used only one

cri terion of graduate school success and have thus

experienced severe limitations with respect to the

interpretation ane generalizability of their

findings. The present study elllploys four separate

and distinct criteria of graduate success and thus

10'111 significantly reduce limitations placed upon

previous research studies.

Of paramount importance is the potential tor the results of

this study to clarify the existing relationship between

candidate qualities and eventual success in the Master's

degree program in educational administration at Memorial

University.



Purpose of the study

The purpose of this study is to examine through

correlational analysis, the relative usefulness of selected

variables as predictors of graduate school success in

educational administration. since several of the selected

variables involved in this study are presently used in

candidate selection at Memorial university, this is also a

validation study of the current selection procedure. In

addressing the problem of choosing relevant admission criteria

for an educational administrati m Master's degree program, the

following prwdictor variables have been isolated for

correlational analysis:

1. Overall Undergraduate Grade Average

2. Undergraduate Gradf: Average in the Last 20 Courses

Completed

3. Undergraduate Grade Average in All Education Courses

completed

4. undergraduate Major Area of Study (aside from

Education courses)

5. Possession of Administrative Experience Prior to

Program Entry

6. Grade Level of undergraduate Education Degree

Training

7. Full or Part-time StatuS' While on th.e Program

8. 'tears of Work Experience Prior to Entry in the

Graduate Program



9. Sex

10. Age of the Student Upon Entry to the Graduate

Program

11. Graduation on the Thesis or Non-thesis Option of the

Program

Each of the selected predictor variables was examined

with respect to its relationship to graduate school success.

Graduate school success was defined in this study according

to the following four criteria:

1. Academic Success

2. Administrative Success

J. Career Success

4. Attainment of Degree

Theoretical Pramework

A basic assumption unde~lying all selection procedures

is that certain selected cdteria will reflect standards 0 f

competency essential for successful completion of a particular

program. Success in a graduate program is def ined in terms

of program objectives. To be considered successful, every

graduate student is expected to meet certain objectives

inherent in the partiCUlar program of study. Before one can

identify the objectives of any graduate program, some

introspection is needed as to the overall purpose or

orientation of such a program.
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It is logical to assume that any graduate prograr.1 in

educational administration should provide for both the

advanced study of administration as a science and the skills

and theory needed tor effective administrative practice. If

one views the study of administrative theory and skills as

academic in nature, then one also has to vie.., the preparation

of educational administrators as practical in nature. It is

precisely these two orientations (academic and practical)

which form, or at least ought to form, the basis of any

graduate program in educational administration. Program

objectives must necessarily include the preparation of

educational administrators who are both academically and

professionally (practically) competent in the field of

education.

The Haster's degree progralll in educational administration

at Memorial University has certain objectives or expectations

for each candidate. Some of these objectives are require-t to

be achieved by the candidate before being a....arded a Master's

degree, while others are more general in nature and expected

of the candidate !lfter graduation. One can identify five

distinct objectives of the Master's degree program in

educational administration at Memorial University. Three of

these objectives are obvious from the degree requirements

while two are more or less inferred from what is generally

eX,gected of a graduate from an educational administration

~dster's degree proqram.
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If onr. examines the requirements for an educational

administration Hasterls degree, the following three objectives

(depending upon which program option chosen) can be identified

(Memorial University of Newfoundland Calendar, 1988-89 school

year) :

1. The candidate should demonstrate adequate academic

skills as indicated by a minimum grade average

(currently a "65 11 ) 1n all graduate

completed.

2. The candidate should demonstrate adequate research

ability indicated through completion of a thesis

option (thesis, project or internship).

J. The candidate should perform adequately on a

comprehensive examination (if the thesis option is

not chosen).

Given the obvious research and general academic

requirements for Master's degree in educational

administration, one must not overlook two other expectations

which in reality give meaning to any such program. In a

previ'Jus discussion concerning the orientations of any

educational administration program, it was reasoned that such

a program ought to be geared toward both academic and

professional (practical) administration. of course, an

individual can be both an academic and professional

administrator if he or she is practising administration and

also enrolled in a graduate program. One would assume that
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at least one major concern of any educational administration

Kasterls degree program would be to provide for the successful

practise of administration. It is obvious that successful

administration requires the possession of both an

administrative position and effective administrative skills.

Following the logic of this line of reasoning. the final two

objectives expected of each graduate is as tallows:

4. The candidate should possess effective

administrative skills.

5. The candidate should demonstrate some degree of

Note the difference between the first three and last two

objectives listed above. Objectives one, two and three

reflect the candidate's academic (or research) skills while

objectives four nnd five reflect the candidate1s professional

(practical) skills. The difference betveen these two types

of objectives is simply a reflection of tht. two dimensions to

any educational administration Master's degree prograll; the

academic and professional or practical. At Hemorial

University, as is the case with the majority of other

universitips, no attempt is made to assess the candidate's

professional or practical skills :'is part of his or her final

grading process. Indeed it is rl~t an easy task to accurately

assess a candidate's administrative capacity and this may be

the major reason vhy such skills are simply general

expectancies of the candidate after graduation rather than
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part of the grading process. While obviously not a part of

the formal grading process, the development of such

professional or practical skills must remain a vital part of

all objectives for any Master's degree program in educational

administration.

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship that ought to exist

between program objectives and the candidate selection

procedure. The basic question which higher learning

institutions must ask before deciding on a selective

admissions procedure is which candidate qualities will

accurately predict achievement of the identifiable program

objectives. Obviously then, a clarification of program

objectives is needed prior to the establishment of any

admission pro(""!dure.

Listed in Figure 1 are three general objectives of an

educational administration Master's degree program which are

"f concern in the present study. These three objectives

reflect both the academic and professional (practical)

competencies of all Graduate candidates. The decision as to

which candidate qualities best reflect a capacity to

successfully complete the program is not a simple matter and

should be made only after careful consideration of empirical

e·.. idence. This evidence should validate the use of various

admissions criteria and can be collected by the institution

itself through studies such as the present one or through an

extensive examination of studies conducted elsewhere.



SPECIFIC

OBJECnves

AC\pEMICADMINI!ITRtJOR

1.Idf«u.l.p••vrnar

PROfESSION"" (fl!!l1lllnrl ADMlN]SIlIAIOR

Wl\lehe.ndld".qu.UUt.

Will teeur.I.lyfNtdlcl

luee.nluleompl.t1on

ollM'lobltetlvn

ISELECTIVE ADMISSIONS PRoceOURE I

Figura I. Id..1Rtl.tlon.hlp B.twlln Program ObJ.etlv.. and S.ltellvl Admlulonl
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The selective admissions procedure must be developed to

suit the needs of the institution in question, through a

logical examination of all program objectives. Figure 2

illustrates the various components which form the selective

admissions procedure.

All selection procedures have twc major components-

performance predictors and criteria of success. To be useful,

this selection procedure must employ predictors which

accurately reflect success criteria. There are a number of

dimensions involv~d with both predictors and success criteria

as can be seen in Figure 2.

When we examine predictors, four major categories or

dimensions can be identified. These dimensions are the

academic, personal, professional al,d program characteristics.

Within each dimension, certain specific predictor variables

can be used to predict program success as defined by the

particular criteria used. A candidate's profile should be

examined according to these dimensions where certain academic,

professional and personal candidate characteristics may

predict his or her success in the program. While the

candidate is enrolled in the program, there may be certain

program characteristics ""hich impact upon performance and

these characteristics are termed "program dimensions".



.i 1

1111..11
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A selective admissions procedure should identify exactly

which dimensions and ....hich s.;>ecific predictor variables

accurately predict 1-'rogram success. Listed in Figure 2, are

the eleven predictor variables used in this study and which

are potentially correhted with graduate school success in an

educational administration Masterts degree program. The

specific predictor variables are really definitions of how we

measure each predictive dimension. We can, for all intents

and purposes, 'dew these specific variables as operational

definitions of what we mean by academic, professional,

personal and program dimensions.

The criteria of success also hava a number of dimensions

or major categories. Defined in Figure 2 are three success

criteria dimensions (academic, career and administrative)

which can be traced back to specific program objectives listed

previously. From Figure 2, one ~pecific criterion measure

peculiar to each dimension can be identified. There is a

fourth criterion measure of success which is isolated and not

specific to any dimension although it may be more closely tied

to the academic dimension. This criterion measure is

attainment of degree and is more fully explained in the

"review of the literature" section. Factors affecting whether

or not a candidate actually attains a Master' s degree can be

academic, personal or professional in nature and therefore,

can pertain to all dimensions of success criteria. The

academic dimension of success is indicated by the candidate's
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overall graduate grade average. The career dimension is

defined as holding a position of administrative responsibility

....hile the administrative dimension is indicated by the

possession of effective admini$trat!ve skills. Figure 2

represents a summary of the general design of this study I

emb~dded within a theoretical philosophy of how a selective

admissions procedure ought to be developed.

oelimitatioos

This sludy is delimited by several obvious features of

the design and by the particular definitions of various

predictor variables and success criteria employed in this

study.

Since only those students accepted as candidates for the

Masterls degree program in educational administration are

included in the population under study, we cannot generalize

the results to making statements concerning potential

candidates for this program. We can therefore, only make

statements with respect to either maintaining or raising

current admission requirements concerning undergraduate

average. It would not be proper to suggest that lowering

academic admission standards would lead to a better candidate

pool as this study does not attempt to assess the career or

administrative success of candidates refused admission to the

program.



,.
Career success is defined in this study as holding a

position of administrative responsibility vithin five years

after graduating from the Master's degree program (See

definitions of success criteria and definiticns of terms for

further explanation of this criterion.,. Due to the

definition of career success elllployed in this study, only

those students who graduated prior to and including the year

1981 are included in the pe-pulation under study. It is

obvious that if graduates after 1981 were included, their

degree of career success could not be obtained until 1987.

The success criterion l1 attaimnent of degree" presents a

problem similar to that of career success. According to

current regulations concerning the awarding of a Master I s

degree in education at Memorial Ul'iversity of Newfoundland,

a candidate ~ust complete requirements for a Master's degree

within seven years of acceptance to the program. Obviously

then, one cannot asse!>s whether or bot a candidate has

actually attained a Master's degree until this seven year

period has ended. Since this study is already delimited by

the five year restriction placed upon candidates for achieving

career success, a further restriction of two years would have

to be in place for assessing attainment of degree if Memorial

University regulations are to be follo....ed. It is the opinion

of the researcher that this restriction would eliminate a

significantly large number of Master' 5 cllIndidates from the

population and therefore cannot be employed.
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Due to the problems introduced by a further two year

restriction for, students included in the population,

attainment of degree has been given a unique definition for

the purposes of this study. Attainment of a Masterts degree

in educational administration was jUdged according to the

following guidelines:

(1) for those students who have started the Master's

program on or before 1979, attainment of degree will

have been achieved if a degree was conferred by 1986

which is the end of the seven year period allowed

by Memorial University.

(2) for those students who have started the Master's

program aft'2r 1979, attainment of degree will have

been achieved if they have been conferred the degree

by 1986. However, if the student has not been

conferred th~ Master's degree by 1986, he or she

will not be considered to have failed to achieve or

attain a degree because one has seven yean. to

complete the degree according to Memorial University

regulations. These students will be classified as

current enrollments and cannot be assessed as to

their attainment of degree.

(3) all students who have withdrawn from the Master's

program or who have failed to meet academic

requirements for the program will not be considered

to have attained a degree.
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The definition of attainment of degree does not reduce the

population under study, however, it is obvious that some

candidates included in the population will not be assessed for

attainment of degree.

The literature available has revealed certain

relationships between predictors and criteria which may serve

to delimit this study. Extreme variability in correlations

between various predictor variables and suc~,ess criteria have

been noted (see review of literature for reported

correlations) among different graduate departments. The

specific results must, ther~fore, be interpreted with respect

to Master's candidates in the department of educational

administration only. Some evidence also exists which would

indicate that such correlations between various predictors and

criteria vary from institution to institution (see review of

literature for correlations). One cannot generalize results

of this study to other graduate departments or institutions.

Lim! tations

Limitations inherent in this study reflect the general

diffiCUlty in establishing both effective perfor;nance

predictors and relevant criteria of success. Many researchers

have expressed concern over this fundamental problem

(McIntyre, 1966, Nickerson, 1972; Willingham, 1974; Silver Ii

Spuck, 1978).
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The variables used in this study were arbitrary and

a1 though the inclusion of these variables were well documented

in the literature, many other variables have been examined.

personality factors (Pemberton, 1969; Kunert, 1970); quality

of undergraduate institution attended before entering the

graduate program (Kaiser, 1978: Dunaway, 1984); sociological

factors (Houston, 1982); psychological type and personal

attributes (Stone, 1980: Kapusta, 1980; Macrides, 19B1) and

many other variables have been used as predictors of graduate

school success. Obviously, it is possible that certain

significant variables have been overlooked in this study and

therefore, a total picture of graduate school success

prediction cannot be presented.

The selection of graduate success criteria for this study

has not been totally objective. Many criteria of graduate

success which have been used in previous research were not

included in this study. Blanchard (1970) and Heritage (1977)

have both used the time taken to complete a degree as a

measure of graduate success. Decision making behaviour

(Andrews, 1970), percentage of A's received (Ewen, 1969) and

first year graduate average (Powers and Hardy, 1980; Powers

and Moss, 1980) are examples of other success criteria.

Again, it is quite possible that this stUdy has overlooked

certain key measures of graduate success. Due to the

arbi trary nature of both the predictor variables and success
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criteria, construct validity is a 1l1ajor concern of this

thesis.

The types ot variables and success criteria used in this

study and the measurement of these variables and critl!ria are

cause for concern with respect to the interpretation of

results. SinCE> this study is a correlational analysis to a

large extent, the use ot. non-continuous variables such as sex

posed certain difticulties Assigning these types of variables

a numerical code was necessary, however, the interpretation

of correlations between these variables and continuous

variables such as age proved questionable. Obviously the

statistical appropriateness of interpreting both continuous

and non-continuous variables in the same correlation is a

major shortcoming of this design.

Finally, the low magnitude of correlations found Illay

contribute to a substantive loss in the credibility of certain

conclusions. despite the fact that many signific3nt

correlations were found to exist between various predictors

and success criteria, these correlations were quite low. In

practical terms therefore, one must be careful in judging the

usefulness of certain variables as predictors.
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pefiniHons

Selective A4mhsions Proce~urt. This refers to the

specific admis!:'ion policy of a particular institution.

Predictor Variablo (pertor.apce predictor I •

Characteristics of the candidate or program which can predict

graduate school success.

Success criteria (criterion). Specific measures of

success which define what is meant by success and to which the

predictor variables are correlated.

Candidate <student). Individuals admitted to the

Master I 5 degree program in educational administration.

Grade Average (GI\). Tne arithmetic mean grade obtained

over a number of courses.

Grade Point Average lOPA). This tem has been employed

by lIlany previous researchers and refers to a candidate's grade

point rating (similar to the point system at Memorial

University). This is simply another way in which to view a

candidate's grades where four points reflect an "A". three

points reflect a "B". two points reflect a "e" and one point

reflects a "0". The points corresponding to each letter grade

may vary from institution to institution.

Aeademie Administrator. The administrator involved

mainly in the continuing stUdy of administration theory and

skills through academic routes.
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Professional (practising) AdIIlinhtrator. The individual

involved in a position of administrative responsibility as a

practising educational administrator.

Work Experi.nce. 'fears of teaching and/or administrative

experience in the field of education.

Grade Level of pndergraduate Education Degree Training

(Training Level). The particular grade level at which the

candidate received his or her training as part of the

undergraduate Education degree. At Memorial university of

Newfoundland t:here are three grade levels in which a candidate

can choose to be trained--primary, elementary or secondary.

Graduate grade Average (GGA). The grade average obtained

in all graduate courses completed in fulfillment of the

Master's degree in educational administration.

Thesis/Non-Thesis option of tbe ProqrM. The particular

route chosen by a candidate to complete a Master's degree in

educational administration. At Memorial University, a

candidate can either complete 14 graduate courses and a

comprehensive oral eX8111ination or choose to cOJ:lplete a thesis,

project or internship in addition to ten graduate courses.

For the purposes of this study, a candidate shall be

classified as a thesis student if he or she has completed a

thesis, project or internship. A non-thesis candidate is a

student who has chosen to graduate with 14 graduate courses

and a comprehensive examination or has completed the degree

without completing a thesis, project or internship.
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Pull or 'art-Time Status on the Program' The status

declared by the candidate or institution subject to the nUl1Iber

of graduate cours&s registered for .in any particular semester

of the graduate program. Specific guidelines are included in

this study for determining a candidate I s status and are

deiocribed in the definitions of predictor variables section

of this study (Chapter 3).

Academic Bueces5. A particular diD-ension of graduate

school success defined by the cri terlon "graduate grade

average". See the definitions of success criteria for further

explanation (Chapter 3).

Career Success. A third dimension of graduate school

success which is defined as holding a position of

administrative responsibility within five years of graduat.ing.

See the definitions of success criteria for further

explanation (Chapter 3).

1r.ttainment of Degree. A fourth critnrion of graduate

school success defined generally as being awarded a Master's

degree in educational adminstration. See the definitions of

success criteria and delimitations of this study for further

explanation.

Undergraduate Grade Average (UGGl.). The arithmetic grade

average obtained in all or part of the undergraduate program.

Overall undergraduate Grade Average (OUGGJU. The

arithmetic grade average obtained in all undergraduate courses

completed.
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Program Variables. Predictor variables which are unique

to the graduate program at Memorial University because they

are optional. Two such variables are included in this study

-- thesis/non-thesis option and full/part-time status option.

Administrative Experience. A predictor variable

indicating whether or not graduate students possess any

administrative experience prior to graduate school entry.

Undergraduate Average in Education Courses (UGA-Ed>. The

arithmetic average obtained in all undergraduate education

courses compl~ted.

Maior Area of study. The sUbject(s) in which candidates

completed the greatest number of undergraduate courses. All

majors were categorized into one of the following:

1. Social Sciences:

2. Social studies:

3. Pure Sciences:

Psychology, Geography, Sociology

and Economics.

Education, Philosophy, English,

Second Languages, Business,

Theology, Political science,

Music, Law and History.

Biology, Math, Nursing, Computer

Science, Physics and Chemistry.
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Administratiye Success. A dimension of graduate school

success defined by scores attained on a self':'t>...:.ninlstered,

opinion-type questionnaire (Leadership Opinion Questionnaire)

which measures attitudes of what one considers to constitute

effective leadership skills.
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CRAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Intro4uetion

There is a distinct scarcity of literature concerning

factors affecting graduate school success in educational

administration. Most literature dealing with educational

administration is .0. discussion ot educational philosophy

adding little to the general understanding of which candidate

characteristics seem to affect graduate school performance.

A considerable amount of literature, however, was found in

relation to other graduate departments in educatl.on and to

management in general.

Due to the great number of variables associated with the

present study, it is necessary to partition the literature

review into subsections dealing with each predictor variable

separately. Each of the subsections which follow this

discussion includes relevant research concerning each variable

and the hypotheses developed for each predictor variable. The

hypotheses will either be logically arrived at, through

discussion if no research is available, ot' will be drawn trom

the literature if research is available. This review contains

subsections dealing with each of the eleven predictor

variables.
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The final subsection of this review is a summary of

relev~nt research which has used the particular criteria of

success involved in this study. The success criteria which

have been listed in a previous section (page 8) are more fully

explained in a later section describing the methodology of the

study (Chapter 3).

PrecHctor Variables

Overall Undergraduate Grade Average

All studies relevant to overall undergraduate grade

average have used the undergraduate grade point average as a

predictor variable instead of the under'graduate grade average

as is used in this study. As was explained in the

"definitions of terms", grade point average is just another

way in which to view academic performance using the point

system. The present stUdy uses the "arithmetic grade average"

instead of the "grade point average"; grade average is simply

the mean score obtained in total coursework (see definitions

of term5 section for greater detail on this term). The

rationale behind the use of the grade average as opposed to

the grade point avere:ge will be discussed later in the

methodology section of this paper (Chapter 3).

Table 1 displays the numerous studies dealing with grade

point averages and the correlations obtained between grade

point average and various measures of graduate school success.
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Table 1

Reported Correlations Between Undergraduate and Graduate

School Performance (Academic)

Correlations between
undergraduate and graduate
academic performance

.23 - .29

.38

.30

.11

.42

.24

.24

.27

.31

.05

.2.

.38 - .46

.3'

.30

.57

.42

.57

.2.

.10 - .21

.24

.4'
-.14 - -.31

.03 - .29

.37

.15
-.22 - .49

.24*

.31*

.28*

Source

Schrader (1984)
Gustafson & Michael (1976)
conrad, Trisrnen & Miller (1977)
E....en (1969)
platz, McClintock £. Katz (1959)
Covert & Chansky (1975)
Schwartz & Clark (1959)
Dole & Baggaley (1979)
Payne, Wells & Clarke (1971)
Bean (1975)
Alexakos (1967)
Johnson & Thompson (1962)
Rooinson (1957)
Harvey (1963)
Wallace (1952)
Capps & Decosta (1957)
conway (1955
Hackman, Wiggins & Bass (1970)
Mehrabian (1969)
Andrews (1970)
Ayers (1971)
Heritage (1977)
Creager & Harmon (1966)
Robertson c. Nielson (1961)
Robertson & Hall (1964)
Lannholm (1968)
Hecht & Powers (1982)
Willingham (1974)
Graduate Record Exam Manual
(1985-86)
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Al though grade point averages are indicated in the display.

it is obvious that similar to the grade averages, the included

correlations are ind;l.cative of the relationship between

undergraduate and graduate performance.

As can be seen from Table 1, there is considerable

variation in reported correlations between undergraduate and

graduate performance. Of particular importance are the last

three studies marked with an asterisk. These last three

studies report correlations from a battery of studies

conducted by various researchers. In each of these three.

studies, the median correlation between undergraduate and

graduate performance is reported and represents the typical

correlation between undergraduate and graduate performance

found in the literature.

very fe...· of these studies directly concern educational

administration, however, many report correlations among

various graduate departments including education. From the

table, it can be seen that despite the particular graduate

department studied, the highest correlation obtained was. 57

(Wallace, 1952; Conway, 1955). While the correlation reported

by Wallace r",flects various graduate departments, Conway

studied Ma:::ter I s students in education. Although a

correlation of .57 is relatively strong, it must be noted that

such a correlation is an exception rather than the rule, and

is in no way representative of the typical correlations

obtained.
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The most typical correlations between undertjraduate and

graduate performance are those reported by Hecht and Powers

(1982); Willingham (1974) and the Graduate Record Exam Manual

(1985-86). The correlation of .31 reported by Willingham

represents a median correlation obtained from 26 separat.e

studies. Hecht and Powers report a median correlation of .24

based on 85 separate studies. Perhaps the most typical

correlation can be aeen as the .28 reported in the Graduate

Record Exam Manual because this correlation 1s based upon the

study of 388 graduate departments across North America.

Based upon the correlations displayed in Table 1, it is

not expecte~ that the correlation between undergraduate and

graduate grade average will be above the typical correlation

of .30. In fact, most correlations would have to be

classified as falling into the very low (.1 - .2) to moderate

(.2 - .3) range.

Hypothesis 1: There will be a low ,.10 • .201 to

moderate (.20· .30) correlation batween overall undergraduat.

grade average and graduate grade averaqa.

Graduate grade averaqe is only one ot four measures

(criteria) of graduate school 5UCCeS!). Therefore, it is

appropriate to hypothesize the expected relationship between

undergraduate grades and the other three measures of success

in graduate school--career, administrative and attainment of

degree.
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Virtually all the studies reflected in Table 1, indicate

the relationship between undergraduate and graduate grades.

Most relevant research deals with the relationship between

undergraduate academic performance and academic success in

graduate school and very little literature exists concerning

the relationship between undergraduate grades and nonwacadelllic

graduate school performance.

Lipham (1960) found no relationship between graduate

study and being an effective or ineffective educational

administrator. Mann (1958) found that variables associated

with college success provided no means of predicting post

college success. It would seem that factors other than

academic account for being an effective administrator I

although research is scanty in this area. Administrative and

career success seem to be unrelated t~ academic pel"formance

in either graduate or undergraduate studies. If

administrative and career success has little correlation with

graduate performance, then one would expect an even smaller

correlation between administrative and career success and

undergraduate grades.

hypothesis 2: There will be no relationship between

overall undergraduate grade average and either career or

administrative success.

Attainment of degree, although used frequently in the

literature as a criterion of graduate school success, is a

very unstable type of criterion. The correlations found
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between undergraduate grades and degree attalTU:l'3nt are quite

unsta~le and often contradictory. However, since attainment

o~ a degree is a fundaDental objective of any prograJI. it is

a valid criterion o~ graduate school success.

In a study involvj ng 32 depa:.. t=ents at 15 separate

university graduate programs, the corra1ations obtained

between undergraduate grades and various measures of

attainment of dl!!qree, ranged from -.22 to .49 (Lannholll,

19681. Heritage (1977) found a correlation of .14 between

undergraduate grades and attainment of a Master's degree in

Education. Ewen (1969) found a correlation of only .10

between undergraduate grades and attainment of a Ph. D. in

Psycht.!ogy. other studies have found no significant

relationship between undergraduate grades and attaiM.ent of

degree for Master's students in various departg;ents (Pieper,

1969j Swanson, Beeghly' Burdick, 1969). It is obvious that

the relationship between undergraduate grade performance and

attainment of degree is somewhat suspect to say the least.

Based on the studies showing no relationship between

undergradullte grades and attainment ot degree and those

studies showing a negative correlation, it is expected that

no significant correlation will be found between undergraduate

grades and attainment ot a Master's degree in educational

administration.

HYPothesis 3: There will })e no relationship between

overall unl1erqraduate grade average and attaiJUllent of deqreo.
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vnderqrduate Grad' Average in the Last 29 Cours" completed,

As far as can be determined, this variable is unique to

the selective admissions procedure in the department of

educational administration at Hemorial University of

Newfoundland. It is reasoned that the last years of college

will reflect more accurately a candidate's true academic

ability for a variety of reasons.

During the first years of college, the student must make

certain adjustments Which in addition to a lack of maturity

or good stUdy ~abits may cause a student to perform at a level

somewhat below his or her true potential. There is some

evidence to support this view, although this evidence is

subjective in nature.

Perkins (1968) found that college success for selected

students was due mainly to maturity which was defined as prior

experience and motivation. Hull (1970) has attempted to use

maturity as a variable in predicting academic success and has

indicated that older females show higher grade point averages

than younger females. These studies indicate that there may

be an intercorrelation between age, sex and maturity. There

does seem to be a certain logic in the use of the last 20

courses as opposed to the total number of courses completed,

as the last 20 courses may be a better indicator of potential

than overall grade average.
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Hypothesis .1 There will be a higher correlaticD found

betw.en undergraduate grade average in the last 20 courses

completed and gradua. te grade average than found between

overall underqratSuate grade averag'a and graduate grade

average.

As was the case with overall undergraduate grade average,

one would not expect to find any relationship between

undergraduate grade average in the last 20 courses completed

and either of the other three criteria of graduate school

success--career, administrative and attainment of degree.

Hypothesis S: There will be no relationship between

undergraduate gralloe average in the last 20 courses completee!

and either ot the following three suelles, edterb:

(a)

(bl al5ministrative

(e) attainment of degree

Undergraduate Grade Average i.n El!ucation courses

Since it is logical to assume that graduate study in the

field of education would overlap in part with undergradua'.:e

education study, one would expect that performance in

undergraduate education stUdy should offer some predictive

information concerning graduate education performance. conway

(1955) found a correlation of .49 between undergraduate

average in education course work and graduate grade point

average for Master's students in education. The literature
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also reveals similar correlations for other graduate

departDents.

White (196") found II multiple correlation of .58 between

graduate grade point average in a chemistry graduate progra.

and undergraduate average in chemistry cour6es together wlth

selected standardized test scores. Ewen (1969) found a

correlation of .28 between undergraduate averages in

psychology courses and the percentage of "A's" received in a

graduate psychology program.

The available research evidence seEllnS to indicate that

performance in graduate school reflects, to some extent,

undergraduate performance in course work similar to that of

the particular graduate program. Performance in undergraduate

cducation courses shOUld be predictive of graduate performance

in educational administration.

Hypotbuis 6: 'l'bere will be a relatioDsbip between

uDderqraduate qrada average in Education courses and graduate

qrade averaqe in tbe Master IS proqram in educational

administration.

since undergraduate grade average in all education

courses completed is a var.-iable that is academic in nature,

no difference is expected between this and previously

discussed academic variables (overall under.-graduate gr.-ade

average and undergraduate grade average in the last 20 courses

completed), with respect to the hypotheses concer.-ning

career/administrative -:uccess and attainllent of degree.
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Hypothesis 7: There vill be no relationship !"ouD4

ltatv••n uru1ergr.4uate qrade average in all Education cour•••

coaplated and ally of the following cdted. of qra4uate scbool

ta)

(b) administrative

(e) attaitlJlant of degree

uMgrgraduat' ".1or Area of stUdy

While! many graduate students enrolled in the Master's

degree program in educational administration at Memorial

universit:r have studied education as their major concentration

of coursework. a significant number of graduate students have

majored in fields other than education. Graduate candidates

admitted to the Master' 5 degree pr09ram in educational

acbtinistration brlnq a variety of subject area skills with

them. since there is some evidence to indicate that major

area of study is related to certain graduate school programs

of stUdy. one cannot overlook major area as a predictor

variable.

LaW' (1960) found a correlation of .56 between

standardized social science test scores and comprehensive

examination performance for educational administration

graduates. Webb (1956), in stUdying a sample of 210 students

from 18 different graduate departments, found a correlation

of .26 bet....een undergraduate major average and graduate grade
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4.
Robertson and Nielson (1961) found a

corre~ation of .37 between undergraduate average in

aathematics and science courses and ratings of intellectual

capacity to obtain a Ph.D. for doctoral students in

psychology. Pieper (1969), in a study of business graduates,

found that undergraduate major area of study was irrelevant

in predicting whether or not graduates received an MBA degree.

Research seems to indicate sOllie sort of relationship

between major area of study and graduate academic performance.

Although this relationship is not clear, major area of study

is detinitely ill factor to consider in particular graduate

departments.

The most obvious hlplication of these studi~s is that

different graduate programs seem to be associated with

particular undergraduate fields of study. Educational

administration programs seem to contain some social science

content as indicated by Law's findings while psychology

graduate programs seem to be associated with mathematics and

science skills. !Yhile it seems that undergraduate major area

of study is related to graduate academic performance, there

is no evidence to indicate that undergraduate major area of

study is related to either career/administrative success

attainment of degree.
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B":J)Othesis 8: undergraduate Ilajor area of study will not

b. related ~o any ot the follovinq criteria of graduate school

(al care.r

(bl a4aibistraUve

(c). attaiDJll.nt of deqre.

HYPothesis': There will b. a relationship found betw.en

undergraduate ..ajor area of stUdy and graduate grad. averaq••

grade Level of undergraduate Education Degne Training

At Memorial university of Newfoundland, there are three

grade levels in which a student can obtain an education

degree--primary. elementary and secondary. Each particular

gorade level el':lphasizes content associated with each qrc-.de to

be taught. A perusal of the program content for each grade

level found in the Memorial University calendar (1988-89)

seems to indicate a difference in content across the grade

levels (primary, elementary and secondary).

It seems os if the prograll content involved with

secondary grade level training is more general in nature than

primary or elementary grade level training. At the very

least, the secondary training program involves a greater level

of abstraction than the primary and elementary levels.

The graduate proqram in educational administration at

Memorial University is very abstract in nature as it involves

a great deal of theory. One can see that if a candidate is
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trained at an abstract level in the undergraduate program,

then this candidate would be at a distinct advantage in a

graduate program also emphasizing the abstract. One would

expect that graduate candidates trained at the secondary grade

level during the undergraduate education training period would

perform better in the graduate program than candidates trained

at the primary or elementary levels. This relationship is

very sUbjective and obviously open to criticism. However,

other factors are involved which validate the use of grade

level of education degree training as a predictor variable.

It is generally conceded that educational administration

is a male dominated profession. This face together with the

widespread observation that most secondary school teachers are

male while the majority of primary and secondary school

teachers are female suggests some type of interrelationship

between sex, g~ade level of education degree and graduate

school performance.

The inclusion of grade level of undergraduate education

degree training as a predictor variable is not intended to

reflect sex differences in graduate school performance, but

is included to offer insight into aTlY relationship that nd..ght

exist between the types of skills acquired in undergraduate

education training and graduate performance.

Given the line of reasoning just described, it is

reasonable to expect that there would be some difference in

academic performance between those candidates trained at
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different grade leve~s for their undergraduate education

degree. Since it was already stated that there is a strong

feeling among most educators that educational administration

is a male dominated profession, one can possibly expect that

sex differences will occur with respect to career success.

If one accepts the opinion that most primary and elementary

students enrolled in the undergraduate education degree are

female tl',en one could also expect that some difference

probably exists betr.:een grade level of training and career

s'Iccess. There is no evidence to indicat~ that there would

be any difference between candidates trained at different

grade levels with respect to either attainment of degree or

administrative success.

~sis 10: ~here is a relationship betwsen grade

level of undergraduate Education degree training and graduate

grade average.

Hypothesis 11: There is a relationship between grade

level ot undergraduate Education degree training and career

success among Master1s candidates at Memorial university.

Hypothesis 12: There is no relationship between grade

level of undergraduate Education degree training and e1 ther

administrative success or attainment of degree.
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Years ot Work EXPerience and Possession of AdtIlinistrative

Experience Prior to Graduate Program Entry

Possession of teaching and/or administrative experience

is a prerequisite for admission into the Educational

Administration Master's degree program at Memorial university

of Newfoundland. One of the guidelines used in the selection

of candidates for this program is that the candidate should

possess at least two years of teaching and/or administrative

experience. One would assume that having such experience is

positively related to graduate school performance. The

available literature seems to partially support the use of

work experience as an admissions cdterion.

Dunaway (1984) found that years of teaching experience

was significantly related to the administrative success of

educational administrators. Lipham (1960) tound no difference

in being an effective educational administrator with respect

to years of teaching or administrative experience. These

results are obviously contradictory and may be due to a

difference in samples or to the particular definition of

administrative success employed in each study. Dunaway's

criteria of administrative success may not have been in

agreement with Lipham's criteria. Given the contradiction

evident in the above mentioned stUdies, one would agree that

the relationship between years of experience and graduate

school success is suspect at best. The connection between

years of experience and graduate academic success is equally
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as suspect as is the case .... ith both administrative and career

Hecht and Powers (1982), after examining 30 different

studies, reported a median correlation of only .06 between

work experience and graduate grade point average. This study,

however, consisted of many different graduate management

programs and the actual correlations ranged from ~.14 to .35.

Obviously then, there is a great variation in correlations

among different graduate departments with respect to graduate

academic success. If one assumes that the graduate program

in educational administration is mainly an academic exercise,

then one would not expect that work experience would be

related to graduate academic success.

Despite the contradictory evidence supporting work

experience as an adequate predictor variable, it can be argued

that years of experience should be related to career and

administrative success as defined in this study. It is

generally known that administrative positions are granted on

the basis of experience to a large extent and it seems

reasonable to assume that greater experience would facilitate

better administrative skills. There is no evidence to

indicate that there would be any relationship between years

of experience and either attainment of degree or graduate

grade average. This study will attempt to assess any

differences between years of experience (total years of
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administrative and teaching experience) and simply possessing

administrative experience prior to program entry.

Hypothesis 13: (a) There is DO relationship between

years ~f experience and either graduate grade averaqe or

attainment of degree.

(b) There is no relationship between POSSllSsiol'l of

alblinistrative experience Ilnd either graduate grade average

or attainment of degree.

Hypothesis 1.4: Cal There is Il relationship between years

of experience and. both administrativB llDd career success.

(b) There is Il relationship between possession of

administrative experience and both administrative and career

There is ample evidence available from the literature

indicating that females tend to perform at a higher academic

level than males. cortes, Fedell and Gatti (1967) found that

females performed better academically than males in colleg~

Pemberton (1970) reported that female college

students scored higher grade-point averages than college

males. In a sample of college stUdents, Ricard (1979) found

that females consistently scored higher mean grade-point

averages than males. Obviously then, females seem to perform

better at the college undergraduate level than do males but
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there is also evidence to indicate differences at tha graduate

level.

ChissOlll, Thomas and Lightsey (1972) reported a

correlation of .24 between sex and graduate grade-point

average for students enrolled in a graduate education master's

program. Dole and Baggaley (1979) found that females scored

higher than males in Graduate Record Exams (GRE) and showed

higher undergraduate grade·point averages and graduate grade

point averages in an Education doctoral program. There is

also evidence to indicate that some intercorrelation exists

between sex, age and grade-point averages. Lafferty (1969)

demonstrated that temales sho....ed a negative correlation

between age and grade-point average While males showed a

positive correlation between age and grade-point average.

These results illply that older females would not perform as

well academically as younger females, but older males would

perforlD better acader.lically than younger males. Covert and

Chansky (19751 presented evidence that it was easier to

predict graduate grade-point average for females than males

using undergraduate average as a predictor.

In summary, one can probably state that females seem to

perform better academically than males, at both the

undergraduate and graduate levels.

HYPothesis 15: There is a relationship between sex anCS

graduate qrade average wi tb females shoving higher graduate

qrade averages than males.
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since it was previously hypothesized that there would be

relationship between undergraduate grade average and

attainment of degree, one ....culd not expect the fact that

females tend to perfor1ll better than males in academic work to

affect the relationship between sex and attainment of degree.

Hypothesis 16: There is no relationship between sex and

attainment of degr•••

There is no convincing evidence that sex is related to

being an effective educational administrator. Lipham (1960)

found no difference in being male or f'emale and effectiveness

as an educational administrator. Dunaway (1984) found that

sex is significantly related to administrative success as an

educational administrator. since the available evidence is

contradictory or non-existing, one can only assume that no

relationship exists between sex and being an effective

administrator.

Hypothesis 17: There is no relationship between nx and

administrative success.

Given the hypothesis that no relationship exists between

sex and administrative success, one would also assume that no

relationship exists between sex and career success. However,

given the general observation that males rather than females

seem to be given preference in the hiring of educational

administrators, one may conclude that there is a relationship

between sex and achieving career success.
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Hypothesis 18: Thore is a relationship between sex and

Age of Candidate Upon Entry to the Program

Age is a variable which has received much attention in

the literature and varying relationships between age and

graduate school success have been demonstrated. Age is a

rather complex variable as it can be interpreted in many ways.

Age has been interpreted as being absent from formal schooling

for a number of years. Age has also been interpreted

meaning the length of time elapsing since obtaining an

undergraduate degree. In general, any variable which

indicates a passing of time, is an age variable. In this

study, however. age is being interpreted as simply being the

actual chronological age of the candidate upon entry to the

graduate program in educational administration.

Although the results reported in the available literature

vary a great deal, there seems to be mounting evidence that

age is generally negatively correlated with academic

performance in college. Ricard (1979) found that students

absent from formal schooling for less than tlolO years scored

higher mean grade point averages than students absent for

greater than two years. Dole and Baggaley (1979) found that

older students performed at a lower level than younger

students with respect to both undergraduate and graduate grade

point averages. Cortes, FedelI and Gatti (1967) reported a
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negative correlation between age and academic performance as

did J/?hnson and Thompson (1962) and Lafferty (1969). The

negative correlation obtained by Lafferty (1969) requires some

further explanation. l...afferty did note a negative correlation

between age and academic perf"rmance but only for students

over the age of 30. Lafferty reported a positive correlation

between age and academic performance for students under 30

years of age. Hecht and Powers (1982) also reported a

relationship between age and academic performance. The median

correlation obtained from a number of studies summarized by

Hecht and Powers (1982) was .11. However, this correlation

of .11 was based on a range of correlations (-.18 to .28),

indicating both a negative and positive relationship between

age and academic performance. There is obviously some

contradiction as to the exact nature of the relationship

between age and academic perfol'lllance, although most evidence

seems to indicate some sort of negative relationship between

age and academic performance.

To complicate matters, there seems to be some

intercorrelation between age, and graduate academic

performance. Hull (1970) reported a positive correlation

between age "nd academic performance for female college

students. Lafferty (1969) reported a negative correlation

between age and academic performance for females and a

positive correlation for males. Even within the sex and age

intercorrelation then, there seems to be some contradiction.
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Generally speaking, it seems reasonable to assume that there

would be a neqat!ve correlation between age and academic

performance. This assullption is based on the majority ,;,f

research findings just reported.

Hypothesis 19: Age is negatively correlated with

qraduate grade .v.rag-e.

With respect to administrative and career success, only

one study is reported. Lipham (1960) found that there was no

difference in being an effective educational administrator

with respect to age, One 'Would expect that more experienced

administrators should possess greater effective administrative

skills than less experienced administrators. However, age

would not be associated with administrative effectiveness

unless most experienced administrators were older. There is

no indication that adJlinistrators are older and in fact, there

seelllS to be a younger generation of educational administrators

in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. In studies

demonstrating that age is related to effective administration,

years of experience may be responsible tor this correlation

rather than age. Despite the previous hypotheses concerning

years of experience and both administrative and career

success, there is no reason to assume that age is correlated

with being effective ineffective educatiOllal

administrator. Given the previous hypothesis that years of

experience is related to career success, it would follow that

age also be related to career success.
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Hypothesis 20: There is DO relationship between age and

administrative success as deUned in this stUdy.

Hypothesis 21: There is a positive relationship between

agB and career success as defined in this E1tu4y.

The correlation between age and attainment of degree has

heen infrequently examined in the literature. Available

studies seem to indicate a negative relationship between age

and attainment of a graduate degree.

Pieper (1969) reported that business administration

students over 29 and out of school over three years were less

likely to receive an MBA degree. Waters (1968), on the other

hand, found that success in the graduate school of business

administration was not related to the length of time elapsed

since receiving an undergraduate degree. These two studies

are contradictory, however, Waters did not use age as it is

interpreted in this study and the criteria of success employed

by Waters included measures other than just attainment of

degree.

Heritage (1977) reported a correlation of .09 between age

and attainment of degree. Heritage also concluded that older

students in general, took longer to receive their Master's

degree in Education than younger students. Swanson, Beeghly

and Burdick (1969) noted, in a study concerning Master's

candidates, that students who have been out of university for

any length of time before entering a Master's program were

less likely to receive a Master's degree than students
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entering the Master's program directly after undergraduate

study. It would seem reasonable, considering the few studies

available, to assume that attainment of degree is negatively

related to age.

Hypothesis 22: There is .. negative relationship between

ag. and attainaent of degre••

rull of Part·-·rb, BtatU8 on the Program

Program status is an important predictor variable in this

study. Many graduate students are forced to attend classes

in the evening or during summer vacation due to professional

commi':ments. SincR the number of part-time students in

educational I'Idministration Master's degree programs has

doubled in recent years (Holdaway, 1978), it is vital to study

part-time students as a group.

In response to increasing graduate program enrollment,

institutions like Memorial University have introduced evening

classes and, in some cases, weekend classes. :-iemorial

University has recently experienced a large influx of graduate

students during summer session study. A major criticism of

graduate departments is that the quality of courses for summer

session and evening programs is not up to standard. If one

considers that during summer session work, a candidate has to

complete a full-semester course 1n half the time, may

question the quality of t:he program delivered by the

institution.
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Available evidence seems to indicate that part-time

college students perform at a hhher academic level than full

time college students. Waters (1968) reported that success

in a graduate school of business was unrelated to admission

test scores and undergraduate grades for part-time students.

One explanation for the lack of relationship between

undergraduate grades and admission test scores and success in

graduate school may be that these part-time courses are easier

(less material covered) than regUlar full-time courses. part

time students who normally would not achieve a high grade

average could spend more time in preparing tor courses due to

the decreased aCAdemic course load, and achieve a higher

average than normally reached.

Kanun (1969), in 8 study of College of Education

students, found that sUllllller session students scored higher

grade point averages than regular tull-time academic year

students. Ricard (1979) found that part-time open admii>sion

(mature) students scored higher mean grade point averal')es than

full-time regUlar students. It would seem that part-time

students perform better academically than full-time students.

The relationship between being full or part-time and academic

performance is not a simple one due to the many

intercorrelations which can exist.

One of the reasons why part-time students seem to perform

better than full-time students is that academic load (number

of Courses taken in one semester) affects academic
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performance. Andrew (1956) as well as Hountras (1958) and

Herrip and Osburn (1959) found that academic load is

unrelated to school performance. These same researchers,

however, found that academic load is related to academL

performance for low ability students. Some intercorrelation

seems to exist between ability, academic load and academic

performance. In light of the evidence suggesting that part

time students perform better academically than full Rtime

students, one can assume that part-time graduate students will

achieve higher graduate grade averages than full-time graduate

students.

Hypothesis 23: part-time gra4uate atuc2l3nts will show

higher graduate grade averages than full-time graduate

students.

Since there is no evidence to suggest that being part or

full-time is related to. either of the three criteria--career,

administrative success and attainment of degree, one can only

conclude that no such relationship will be found in this

study.

Hypothesis 24: There is no relationship between tull or

part-time program status and either of the following success

criteria:

(a) career success

I») adminiatrat.ive success

(e) attainment of degree
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Thesis or Non-Thesis Program option

Belng a thesis or non-thesis student is a program

variable as it is an option offered to graduate candidates

upon admission to the Master's program in educational

administration. No available research indicates any

difference in graduate grade averages or performance between

students on the thesis or non-thesis option of the program.

However, one cannot overlook the possibility that this

variable may be related to graduate school success. Since the

completion of a thesis is often a requirement for doctoral

study, it is important to examine the characteristics of

candidates which predict Master's program performance. This

is especially important if one assumes that at least one major

purpose or objective of any Master I s program is to prepare the

student for advanced study.

If one assumes that a thesis would require superior

research and writing skills, one also has to assume that

thesis students would achieve higher grades than non-thesis

students.

Hypothesis 25: Graduate candidates Who have completed

a thesis, project or internship show higher qraduate grado

average:> than students who have not graduated on the thesis

option of the program.

Since there is no reason to assume that stUdents

graduating on the thesis option of the program would achieve

greater career or administrative success, one can only
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conclude that this variable is unrelated to career

administrative success as an educationd administrator.

Bvpothasis 26: There is no relationShip between students

who completed II thesis or non-thesis option and ei thor career

or administrative success.

It is a valid assumption that those students who complete

a thesis, project or internship are very serious in their

desire to complete the requirements for a Master's degree in

educational administration. I f one agrees with the previous

assumption that thesis students have greater research and

writing skills, then one has to agree that thesis students are

more likely to perform better in graduatt. courses and thus are

more likely to complete the Master' 5 degree.

Kypf,lthesis 27: Graduate candidates who have completed

the thesis option of the program will show greater success in

achieving attainment of degree than candidates who have chosen

the non-thesis option of the program.

Criteria of Gra(!uate Success

The basic reason for including four different criteria

of graduate school success is the assumption that success can

be measured in terms other than the traditional academic

cri.teria used in most previous research. Holland and Richards

(1965), after examining the relationship between academic and

non-academic accomplishment, concluded that both types of
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accomplishment were relatively independent of each other. If

Holland and Richards are correct in their conclusion, one

....ould expect that it graduate candidate I 5 academic performance

mayor may not predict his or her administrative performane•.

A study conducted by Thom and Hickcox (1975) used two

criteria of graduate school success--success in the graduate

program and success in later administrative practice.

Administrative success was defined as possessing effective

administrative skills while career success was defined as

holding a position of administrative responsibility. T~e

definitions of career and administrative success employed in

this study are adapted from Thorn and Hickcox's stUdy.

It is obvious that more than one measure of graduate

school ~uccess is needed if a complete picture of the

relationship between various predictors and graduate success

is to be gained. By way of example, it 1s possible that while

a candidate may be a superior academic performer, this salle

candidate llIay not be a very effective administrator. All four

of the criteria have been used in one form or another by

various researchers.

The graduate grade average has not been used in the

literature as a criterion of graduate school success.

However, the grade point average has been widely used. The

many studies using this criterion of graduate success are

listed in Table 1.
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Attainment of degree as a success criterion has been

widely used in previous research (Robertson & Nielson, 1961j

Robertson & Hall, 1964; Lannholm, 1968; SW'anson, Beeghly &

Burdick, 1969; Ewen, 1969; Pieper, 1969; Heritage, 1977). Of

the four success criteria used in this study, attainment of

degree has been used almost as frequently as academic success,

while administrative and career success has kleen the most

infrequently used criteria.

Administrative success, as defined in the present study,

has not been used very frequently in previous research. In

fact, the Thorn and Hickcox stUdy in 1975 is the only reported

study to use criteria identical to the definitions of career

and administrative success in this stUdy. Administrative

success had been defined in many different ways and has been

used in various forms by a few researchers (Braccia, 1981;

Dunaway, 1984: Si1verston, 1984).

Career success as " success criterion has been the least

used in prev ious research. Only two studies are reported

which use career success as a success criterion (Thorn &

:iickcox, 1975; Naylor, 1980).

Sununary of Hypotheses

The literature presents Il'any different points of view

with respect to graduate school The particular

studies examined certainly pose many more questions than
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answers and often present contradictory results. The proposed

hypotheses were based upon this literature review and are

somewhat sUbjective in nature.

Years of experience and possession of administrative

experience were the only predictors expected to show any

relationship with administrative success. These two

variables were the only predictors not expected to show any

relationship with graduate average. Training level, years of

experience, administrative experience, sex and age were all

expected to show a relationship with career success. Age and

thesis/non-thesis program option were the only two predictors

expected to show a relationship with attainment of degree.
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CRAP'l'ER 3

DESI:GN OF THE STUDY

This study attel:lpt.ed to examine the relationship between

selected predictor variahles and graduate school success.

Predictor variables used in this stUdy have been correlated

with specific measures of graduate school success. Further

explanation of these variables and criteria is provided in

this section of the thesis.

Selection of Predictor variables

The rationale behind the use of each predictor variable

explained in detail in the previou~ section of this

thesis. However, further explanation of how certain variables

are defined in this study is necessary. It is important to

note that the vari~bles selected as possible predictors of

graduate school performance are for the most part well

documented in the literature. Particular predictor variables

such as sex, age and program variables are included mainly as

descriptive variables and not intended to be used for

predictive purposes. It is not reasonable to expect a

graduate department to make selection decisions on the basis

of sex or age for example, although these variables may

provide useful insight into factors related to graduate

SUccess.
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pefinitions and Mfla9Urement. of Predictor Variables

Most predictor variables are self explanatory but certain

variables are measured somewhat differently in this study than

in previous studies cited in the literature. Sex, age, years

of work. experience, major area of study. grade level ot

undergraduate education degree training, graduation on the

thesis or non-thesis option of the program are predictor

variables which have been adequately explained in the

definitions of terms. The use of grade average and full or

part-time status as predictor variables in this stUdy requires

further explanation.

A.s mentioned previously, the grade average is used in

this study as opposed to the grade point average. The grade

point average as a predictor variable has experienced sorne

significant limitations. When students are cOlllpared on the

basis of grade points, there is only a range of four possible

points or marks that a student can achieve (one, two, three

or four). The grade average as used in the present study, can

provide a greater range of marks for comparison. A student

can achieve any mark from zero to 100 using the grade average.

Obviously. the grade average provides a much more stable and

reliable measure of student academic achievement.

Full or part-time status on the graduate program can be

fluid as students Change their status from semester to

semester depending on their particular personal situations.

Candidates can be part-time for a portion of the graduate
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program and fullMtime for another portion of their studies.

When classifying candidates as either full or part-time, one

has to keep in mind, the reason for inclusion of this variable

as a predictor.

As mentioned previously, being full or part-time was

expected to correlate with academic performance because it was

assumed that the academic load of part-time students is much

less than that of full-time students. One I,lust therefore

classify a candidate as being full or part-time so as to

reflect the number of courses taken. In the present study

program status was defined in terms of the percentage of

courses taken as a part-time or full-time student in the

Master's degree program in educational administration. For

just described, all graduate candidates

categorized as being full

following guidelines:

Full-time ... More than 50% of courses taken as a full-

time student.

Part-time ." More than 50% of courses taken as a part·

time student.

No Status .. , Exactly 50\ of courses part-time and 50\

full-time.
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Selection of Success Criteria

Selection of relevant success criteria was a difficult

task as there was no research which effectively distinguished

between reliable and unreliable criteria. Hirschberg and

Itkin (1978), after examining the problem of choosing relevant

criteria of graduate school success, concluded that, " ...

there has been prac:tically no attempt whatsoever at a thorough

theoretical criterion analysis of graduate school success" (p.

1085) .

When discussing graduate school success, one is usually

referring to academic success. The traditional interpretation

of graduate success has been that grade performance is the

only indicator of graduate performance. From a review of the

theoretical framework included in this study and from a common

sense point of view ,one has to agree that there is much more

to graduate performance than mere academics. Being a

successful educational administrator does not rest on academic

background alone and in fact, may not be related to academic

performance at all. Obviously then, numerous measures of

graduate success are needed and thus the inclusion of four

separate and distinct criteria of graduate success in this

stUdy.
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pefinitions of Success Crit,ria

The four measures or criteria of graduate school

were defined as follows:

~. Academic Success. A candidate will have achieved

academic success if he or she has a graduate grade average of

65 or greater. (According to current regulations at Memorial

university, an average of 65 is required in all graduate

courses completed).

The degree of academic success will be determined by the

grade average obtained. A grade average of 75 will indicate

a greater degree of academic success than a grade average of

65.

2. Administrative Success. A candidate will ~Iave

demonstrated administrative success if he or she has

demonstrated possession of effective administrative skills.

Ad.inistrative success is a relative 1lIE!asure in that

candidates are compared as havinq greater or less effective

administrative skills. In reality. the degree of

administrative success will be assessed ac ;;.ne candidate is

compared to another. The instruilent used \'1 measure degree

of administrative success is described in a later section of

this thesis.

3. Career Success. A candidate will have achieved

Cl!reer success if he or she holds a position of administrative

responsibility. This definition included certain

qualifications necessary to provide an accurate measurement
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of career success. The definition of career success employed

in the present study was designed to accommodate two types of

graduate candidates those holding an administrative position

before entering the graduate program and those not holding an

administrative position before entering the graduate program.

Based upon these two situations, the following guidelines were

devised to govern the degree of career success achieved:

Ca) For students holding administrative positions before

entering the graduate program, career success was

achieved if the candidate held a position of grellter

administrative responsibility than the position held

prior to entering the graduate program, provided

that this new position of greater administrative

responsibility was gained either (a) while enrolled

in t.he graduate program or (b) within five years

after graduating from t.he Mast.er's degree program.

(b) For students not holding an administrative position

before ent.ering the graduat.e program, career success

was achieved if the candidate held a position of

administrative responsibility either (al while

enrolled in t.he graduat.e program or (b) within five

years after graduat.ing from the Master's degree

program. The instrument used to gather data on

career success is described in a later section of

this thesis.
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4. Attainment of Degree. The guidelines used in this

study to assess whether or not a candidate has attained a

degree has been described in a previous section dealing wi th

delimitations of the study. These guidelines are reproduced

here in a more detailed manner.

For the purposes of this stUdy I a candidate was judged

on attainment of degree according to the following guidelines:

(a) For students who started the Master's program on or

before 1979, attainment of degree was considercd to

be achieved if a degree was conferred within seven

years of being admitted to the program.

(b) Graduate students examined in this stUdy included

all candidates enrolled in the Master I s program from

the program's inception up to and including 1981.

Since university regulations require a stUdent to

graduate within seven years of being admitted to 'Lhe

program, one could not ascertain if a student

admitted to the program after 1979 attained a degree

until 1988 or 1989. This stUdy was completed in

1986 thus requiring the following conditions to be

stipulated when jUdging attainment of degree for

students admitted into the program after 1979.

(i) Students admitted to the Master's program

after 1979 were considered to have

achieved attainment of degree if a degree

was conferred on or before 1986.
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(ii) Students admitted to the Master's program

after 1979 and still on the program in

1986 were not included in the statistical

analysis of degree attainment.

(e) All students who withdrew from the Master's program

either ty choice or at the institution's (Memorial

University of Newfoundland) request was considered

not to have attained a degree.

Instruments ot Measurement

Academic Success

Academic performanc", was indicated by grade averages.

The researcher. obtained candidates' graduate grade averages

from student files availabi..e at the Registrar's Office of

Memorial university and granted upon special request. If the

candidate's g:aduate grade average was not calculated

officially by the Regi.strar's Office at Memorial University,

the res~archer calculated the grade average using the

arithmetic mean formula.

Career Success

Career success was judged in this study according to

guidelines descr lbed in a previous section of this thesis.

A basic assumption in the development of these guidelines was

that career success must be related to being enrolled in a
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Master's degree program in educational administration. Once

a candidate has enrolled in the Master I s degree program in

educational administration one would expect that the candidate

improve his or her career status by holding a position of

administrative responsibility greater than that held prior to

entering the Master's program. Also needed to accurately

assess career success was a timll limit or restriction where

graduates could be jUdged to have either achieved or not

achieved career success. For t.hese reasons, the particular

definition of career success employed in this study included

the specific qualifications described in a previous section

of this thesis.

All dat'=1 l.:oncerning career success was gathered through

the administration of a questionnaire (see Appendix B). The

questionnaire was designed so any candidate could quickly

respond to certain questions which reflected the definition

()f career success previously described. All responses were

tabulated and assessed as to whether or not the candidate had

achieved career success as defined in this study.

Administrative Success

Administrative success was deHned 1IS possessing

effectivE: administrative skills. The degree of administrative

skill was measured through the administration of the

Leadership opinion Questionnaire (LOQ).
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The LOO . s an attitude survey designed to measure

individual's leadership attitudes. The 1.OQ was developed by

Fleishman (1957) as part of the ohio State Leadership Studies.

The LOQ survey was designed to be completed by the individual

being measured. Therefore, it is a self-report leadership

scale.

The 100Q is based on the longer and lllore complicated

Leadership Behaviour Description Questionnaire (LBDQ). 'Iowo

leadership scales (dimensions) borrowed from the LBDQ are used

in the LOQ. The leadership dirnensions--initiating structure

and consideration are used in the LOQ. A score is obtained

on each dimension which when totalled will give a single score

indicating leadership attitude. A high score generally

indicates effective administrative (leadership) skills and

attitudes, while a low score generally indicates poor

administrative skills and attitudes.

Initiating structure refers to the extent to which an

individual plays an active role in directing group activities

through planning, communicating information, scheduling and

trying out new ideas. An effective administrator should show

a high score on this dimension.

Consideration reflects the extent to which an individual

is likely to have job relationships characterized by mutual

trust, respect for subordinate's ideas and consideration for

subordinate's feelings. An effective administrator should
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show a high score on this dimension as well as on the

initiating structure dimension.

There are many other dimensions of leadership which are

available in the study of leadership. However, the dimensions

of initiating structure and consideration :;eem to be the most

reliable and accurate. Halpin and Winer (1957) have isolated

the dimensions of initiating structure and consideration as

the most useful leadership dimensions because these two

dimensions account for 83.2\ of leadership variance. One

major criticism of the LOQ is that it is a self report and

thus very sUbjective measure of leader attitudes and skills.

However, since the LOQ has been widely used in assessing the

af facts of leadership training, it is a very appropr iate

instrument for the purposes of this study.

ThE LOQ is a 40 item questionnaire divided into two

leadership factors (initiating structure and consideration)

which have already been described. There are 20 items for

each factor and each iten: is in the format of a statement.

An individual's responses to these statements are scored along

a five point continuum. Each item is given a weight (score)

according to the specific response of each item. Weights

range from zero to four (see Appendix B for a copy of this

questionnaire) .

The reliability of the LOQ has been well established by

Fleishman (1970). rest-retest reliability coefficients over

a three mon':h period have been reported as ranging from .67
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to .74 on "initiating structure" and .77 to .84

"cons":.deration" . Split-half reliability estimates tor

consit.eration and in1tiatinq structure ....ere found to be .69

and.73 respectively.

Validity of the LOQ with other measures of leadership has

not proven tl) be very high with a range of -.21 to .28. The

LOQ has achieved something that few other leadership scales

have. The scores obtained on the LOO are relatively

independent of the leader's intelligence. This advantage

allows the LOQ to be viewed as giving a measurement of

leadership attitudes and skills ~Ihich is independent from such

variables as 1Q and academic performance.

The LOQ was an ideal instrument for the purposes of this

study for several reasons.

1. It uses two of the most widely recogniz.ed leadership

dimensions.

2. It has a very high reliability coefficient.

3. It is easy to administer.

4. The LOQ has the potential of being able to measure

leadership attitudes and skills in many professions.

This is extremely important as many graduates in

educational administration have backgrounds in

nursing and business.
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population and sample

The population consisted of all c;raduate students who

were accepted into the Master's degree program in Educational

Administration at Memorial ~lniversity of Newfoundland (MUN)

between the program's inception and the year 1981.

Most of the data needed to complete this study was

gathered from student academic records. However, some

important data supplied through the use of a

questionnaire. The basic population was 297 students. The

actual "n" for each predictor variable and success criterion

varied accord;nl? to the data collection method (student

academic records or the questionnairel.

Collection of Data

Data concerning training level, experience in

administration, major area of stUdy, career ·>nd administrative

success was gathered through the use of a questionnaire. All

other data was gathered through the examination of student

graduate files and academic records available through special

research permission.

Questionnaires were mailed in a self-addressed envelope.

After the first set of questionnaires were mailed to SUbjects,

it became obvious that a number of former graduate students

could not be located and a number simply did not respond.

Before a second set of questionnaires was mailed out, an
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attempt was made to locate the new addresses of former

graduate students. Department of Education records were

consulted in order that new addresses could be obtained. If

former graduates were still teaching. the name of their school

was listed on Department of Education records. Another source

of addresses was the forwarding of mailing addresses received

from the Canada rostal corporation. After these sources were

exhausted, a second set of questionnaires were mailed to non

respondents identit'led in the study.

p.nalysis of Dpta

All data were given a numerical code (see coding of data

in this section) to allow computer analysis. Once data was

coded, a keypunch operator was hired to correctly enter all

data into the computer. All statistics were completed on the

SPSS-x computer system at Memorial University of Newfoundland.

Pearson correlation coefficients were obtained for all

relationships between and among predictors and success

criteria. A stepwise multiple regression analysis was

attempted on each criterion of success. Each correlation was

tested for significance accor1ing to standard SPSS-X program

operations.
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coding system

Before statistical analysis on certain non-continuous

variables could be completed, a numerical coding system was

needed. Non-continuous variables and the particular numerical

codes applied to each are listed below.

Major area of study: f'ocial Studies

Social Sciences ... 2:

Pure Sciences ..... )

Sex: Male ...•..•••••... 1

Female .•.....

Type of attendance: Full-time

Part-time

Theda/non-thesis opti.on: Thesis .

Non-thesis ..

Experience in admjnistration: Having experience. 1

No experience ..... 2:

Career Success: Not successful .... 1

Successful ......•. 2
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Training Leve~ of Educatio~: Secondary 1

Elementary ••.•..•• 2

primary .

Attainment of Degree: Attainment degree. 1

No degree ••••.•••• 2
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COPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter reports findings of the study as they relate

to relationships between predictor variables and success

criteria. Zero order correlations as well as the many

intercorrelations among predictor variables and success

criteria are reported. A stepwise mUltiple regression

analysis was attempted and an effort was made to isolate

groups of predictor variables which contributed most to the

prediction of graduate school success.

Respondents and Non-Respondents

There was ,3 67\ return rate accounting for 198 of the

original 297 questionnaires. Table 2 indicates certain

general characteristics of respondents and non-respondents.

Table 2 indicates that many of the non-respondents were

former successful graduate students. Males accounted for 86.5

percent of the t01:al study popUlation while females accounted

for 13.5 percent. However, 90 percent of all respondents were

male while ol".:i..y 10 percent were female. This would appear to

indicate a greater degree of cooperation by males in

completing questionnaires. Non-gradua1:es accounted for nine

percent of the total study population but 16 percent of the

total number of non-respondents.
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Table 2

Respondents and Hon-Respondents Broken Down by Sex and

Attainment of Degree

Total Study
Respondents Non-respondents population

Hale 90\ 79\ 86.5\

Female ,0\ 21\ 13.5\

Graduated 95\ 84\ 91\

Not
Graduated 5\ '6\ "

The confounding effects, if any, upon this study with

respect to the type of non-respondent is not readily apparent.

Hales did tend to respond more than females but the actual

difference in numbers was not great. It is interesting to

note that a high percentage of non-graduates did not complete

a questionnaire. This lIlay have had a significant bearing upon

results as the number of non-graduates was small to begin

with.

Intercornlation9 Among Predictors

The particular intercorrelations between predictor

variables and success criteria are dealt with in later

analysis but it is of significance to determine the extent to
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which predictor variables were intercorrelated. Table 3 lists

the var lous correlations found between all predictor

variables.

Most noticeable in the intercorrelatlonal matrix was the

range of correlation coeEf icients. The coefficients ranged

from -.49 to .79 indicating both highlY significant positive

and negat.ive relationships. Of equal importance was the

number of interpredictor relationships which proved to be

highly significant.

The number of significant relationships appeared to

indicate that the predictors were probably not distinct or

independent variables. This may have had an influence on two

major aspects of the study. If predictors were highly

intercorrelated then resulting correlations between predictors

and success criteria likely indicate that many of the

predictors are "working through" each other. Given this

intercorrelation, careful interpretation of results is

essential before anyone predictor may be viewed as a causal

variable with respect to any success l..'citecion.

If predictors were highly intercorrelated and thus not

very different from one another, a atepwise multiple

regression analysis may have risked failing to identify

significant variables. This means that there may have been

a danger of risking a type II error in the regression

analysis.
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Intercorrelations Among Success Criteria

Although no significant intercorrelations were found to

exist among success criteria, certain ,relationships did

approach significann and are worthy of note. Table 4 lists

the intercorrelatior.l~ among success criteria.

Table <4

Intercorrelations Among Success criteria

Administrative Career Graduate Degree
Success Success Average Attainment

Administrative
Success 1. 00 .012 -.105 -,030

Career
Success .012 1.00 .102 -.097

Graduate
Average -.105 1.02 1.00

Degree
Attainment -.030 -.097 1. 00

Note: is printed where a coefficient could not be
computed. All tests of significance were ooe-
tailed.

The low correlations among success criteria probably

indicates that these four measures of success were relatively

independent and distinct. Some caution must be noted with

this statement due to the relationships which approached the

.05 significance level.
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A correlation coefficient of .10 (p = .084) was found

between career (job) success and graduate grade average.

Career success showed a negative correlation (-.097) with

attainment of degree. Graduate grade average showed a

correlation of -.10 (p = .098) with administrative (LOQ)

success. These results seem to support the hypotheses tnat

highar graduate averages lead ta greater cnreer success and

that graduates experience greater career success than non

graduates. Since these relationships were not found to be

significant, one must be cautious in giving too much weight

to these findings.

Correlational Matrix of Predictors and Success Criteria

With the exception of training level, all predictor

variables were found to be significantly related to at least

one of the four success measures. Even training level closely

approached significance with graduate grade average.

Correlations examined for each success criterion

separately. Table 5 lists the correlations found between

predictors and the four measures of graduate school success.
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Talli• .5

Katrix ot corralat ions Betw.en predictors an4 Oraduate Success

criteria

Administrative Career Graduate Degree
Success Success Average Attainment

OUGA .115 .084 -.007

UGA-20 ·*.151 .060 ·.602 .075

UGA-ed .118 .081 -.366 .021

Major .OOS .007 *.183 -.007

Sex --.099 .017

"- .064

Attend .000 "-.158 -.062 *.140

Thesis -.006 11-.213 ".141 .043

Ex-adm. -.050 *.161 .004 -.008

Y"r.Exp. ,066 -.118 *-.459 .029

'I:r.-Lvl. -.016 .006 -.121 .018

Note: All tests or aignincllnce ~ere one-tailed
• marks p < .01.t marks p < .05
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Graduate Grade Average fGGA)

Undergraduate average in the last 20 courses (*UGA-20)

;;howed the highest correlation with graduate grade average

(GGA). This correlation was .60 (p < .01) and unfortunately

could not be compared to other studies as this variable seemed

to be unique to Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN).

This correlation is higher than any other correlation found

between undergraduate and graduate academic performance. This

was an anticipated finding however. due to the subjective

reports by Perkins (1968) and Hull (1970) who reported that

college success was due mainly to maturity level. The use of

this predictor as an adml:::,sions criterion tor the Masters

program at HUN is well supported by this study. Findings by

Conway (1955), White (1967) and Ewen (1969) also support the

correlation between undergraduate and graduate academic

performance.

As was the case with UGA-20, it was hypothesized that

undergraduate education course average (UGA-ed) would be

related to GGA. This hypothesis 'Was supported with a

correlation of .37 (p < .01). It would appear that graduate

students with higher education course averages in

undergraduate years score higher graduate grade averages.

There may be a great deal of intercorrelation between UGA-ed

and UGA-20 as an intercorrelational coefficient of .68 (p <

.01) was found. This may be an indication that in many cases,
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the last 20 courses completed in undergraduate years

mainly education courses.

A correlation of -.459 was foUnd between years of

teaching/administrative experience and graduate grade average.

This correlation ....as highly significan~ (p < .01). This study

clearly indicates that the less experience

(teaching/administrative) a graduate student has, the higher

his/her graduate average will be. This finding djrectly

contradicts t.he current emphasis placed upon i:!xperience as an

admissions criterion.

Another intere~·tin9 finding was uncovered with the

prtldictor experience in administration. There was a

corr~~lation of only .004 between having experience as an

administrator and graduate average. Thi" correlation was

highly insignificant. It would that having

administrative expe~·ience before entry into tba Masters

program at Memorial University of Newfoundland does not

contribute to receiving higher graduate grade averages.

This finding may indeed have something to do with the

correlation between age and graduate average since it is

reasonable to assume that younger candidates for the Masters

Program would possess less admini~tration experience.

correlation of -.292 (p < .01) was found bet.ween ag-:. and

graduate grade average. This would seem to indicate that

younger graduate candidates score higher graduate averages

than older candidates and this may be the factor which is
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contributing to the low correlations between both experience

in administration, years of teaching/administrative experience

and graduate grade average.

Major course of study proved to be a good predictor of

graduate grade average with a correlation of .183 (p < .01).

The particular numerical coding of majors (discussed earlier)

would indicate that this correlation is interpreted to mean

that Masters candidates majoring in the sciences scored higher

graduate averages than social science or social studies

majors. It was hypothesized that there would be a

relationship between major course of study and graduate grade

averages but the literature was very ambiguous as to the exact

relationship to be expected.

The literature did seem to indicate that social scienc~

or science majors would perform better in graduate academic

work and the results of this study at least are in agreement

with this direction since science majors showed greater

graduate academic success than other majors. It is also

interesting to note that social studies majors showed the

second highest 9"raduate averages and social science majors

showed the lowest graduate averages. These results were

iJentical when overall undergraduate averages were correlated

with major area of study.

The thesis/non-thesis program option seemed to be a

significant predictor variable although there has been a

distinct lack of literature with respect to this variable and
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graduate school success. It was hypothesized that students

enrolled in the thesis option of the Masters program would

score h::'gher graduate grade averages than those not enrolled

in this program option. A correlation of -.14 (p < .01)

found bet....eer. this variable and graduate grade average.

The hypothesized relationship is supported by this study

with thesis students showing higher graduate grade aver':';Jes

than non-thesis students. This finding seems to be fairly

consistent as a significant negative relationship was also

found between thesis/non-thesis program option and both

overall undergraduate average and undergraduate averages in

the last 20 courses completed. Thp. particular correlations

respectively were ~.18 (p < .01) and -.13 (p < .05). It Io'.>uld

seem that not only can we predict that students completing

thesis work will score higher graduate grade averages but we

can also use undergraduate averages to predict Masters

candidates most likely to chc.,se the thesis route.

Training level in the undergraduate education degree

proved to have a very low correlation (-.12) with graduate

grade average although this relationship approached

significance (p '" . 055). This negative correlation is

interpreted to mean that Masters candidates trained in

secondary education showed higher graduate grade averages than

candidates trained at either elementllry or primary levels.

Obviously, these results seem to support the hypothesis stated

in the literature review.
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A correlation of .365 (p < .01) waG found botween sex and

training level. This would indicate that females enrolled in

the Masters program are more likely to possess primary or

elementary training than secondary training. This finding

together with the correlation between training level and

graduate average would seem to indicate a relationship between

sex and graduate grade average.

A correlation of -.099 (p < .01) was found between sex

and graduate grade average. This correl .. tion indicates that

males received higher graduate averages than females. This

relationship was expected since most males seem to possess

secondary training which was positively related to graduate

grade average. This result may indicate that it is training

level and not sex which determines graduate grade average.

The literature suggests that females generally display

greater academic success than males. Results of this study

certainly do not support this relationship and in fact

partiully contradict such a relationship. It is interesting

to note that while males appeared to show greater academic

success at the graduate level, temales seemed to show greater

academic performance at the undergraduate levels. There was

a correlation of .20 (p < .01) found between sex and overall

undergraduate average which would indicate that females have

greater undergraduate averages than males.

Overall undergraduate average proved to be a very weak

predictor of graduate grade average with a correlation of only
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• 08. The literature did seem to indicate that a low

correlation would exist and it was hypothesized that a low

correlation would be found although it was not expected that

the correlation would be as low as p:-esent results indicate.

Obvioul':ly, the Educational Administration Department at

Memorial University of Newfoundland has every reason to

continue its reliance upon candidates' averages in the last

20 undergraduate courses rather than overall undergraduate

averages in their selection procedure.

Type of attendance was not found to be significantly

related to graduate qrade average. There was a corn'!lation

of only -.06 found between type of attendance and graduate

academic success which would indicate. ZI1though not

significant, that full time students showed higher graduate

averages than part tiDe students. This type of relationship

was certainly not expected as the literature suggested that

part time students score higher averages. Due to the non

significance of this result and the low correlation found, a

conclusion favouring any direction would not be appropriate.

"ttainment ot' pegree

Type of attendance proved to be the only predictor

variable that was significantly correlated with attainment of

degree. The 11terature did not indicate any relationship

between full or p~rt time attendance and attainment of degree

and therefore no such relationship was hypothesized. With ill
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correlation of .14 (p < .Ol), the results clearly indicate

that a relationship does exist. This correlation indicates

that part time students are less likely to attair. a graduate

degree than full time students. This finding certainly

supports the previously discussed finding that full time

students show higher graduate grade averages. Obviously if

students with higher graduate averages seem to be full time,

then full time attendance would logically be positively

related to degree attainment.

Based upon previously reported ~:tudies, only the age and

thesis/non-thesis program option variables were expected to

be related to degree attainment. Neither of these two

predictor variables were found to be ::iignificantly related to

d'!lgree attainment. The particular characteristics of the

population included in this study does offer an explanation

for these results.

Age was found to be related to graduate average but no

evidence

averages

found indicating that students with higher

more likely to complete the Masters degree.

This could possibly TIIean that age loIould not be related to

degree attainment since age seems to be a variable working

only through graduate averages. The non-significance of the

thesis/non-thesis option as a predictor seemp-d somewhat

illogical at first as one would assume that completing a

thesis would almost certainly indicate a candid<'lte's ability

to complete a degree program. This finding, however, cannot
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be interpreted to indicate that completing a thesis is not

related to achieving a degree.

Since a very small percentage of the population did not

achieve degree attainment, it is statistically difficult to

get a significant finding. To compound this problem, there

were no students who completed a thesis and who did not

receive a degree. This fact can be explained as all graduate

students complete coursework first and then complete a thesis

if they choose the thesis route. Obviously, if there are no

students completing a thesis and not achieving a degree, the

relationship would not be picked up statistically.

Career ll~

Several predictor variables were significantly related

to career success. There were also several predictor

variables which very closely approached significance with

career success and are worthy of note.

The strongest correlation with career success was found

to be the thesis/non-thesis option (-.21, p < .01). This was

an unexpected result as no literature could be found to

support such a relationship. This study quite clearly

indicates that students completing a thesis are more likely

to achieve career success. Obviously this variable has been

overlooked as a significant predictor of career success.

Experience in administration proved to be another

significant factor in achieving career success. A correlation
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of .17 (p. < .01) was found, indicating that Masters

candidates with no administrative experience before entering

the Masters program were more likely to iJchieve career success

after graduating than candidates with administrative

experience. This result was totally unexpected since it would

seem logical to assume that having some administrative

experience before program entry would facilitate gaining

administrative career positions after graduation. This result

may be better explairJed when the relationship between total

years of experienclJ and career success is examined.

A correlation of -.12 was found between total years of

experience and career success. Again, this result was

unexpected as it indicates that candidates with less total

years of experience in the e ::ational system, achieved

greater success than candidates with greater

experience. This finding was not significant but since it did

approach significance and appears to indicate a negative

relationship, it is worthy of note.

The finding that neither possession of administrative

experience nor total years of experience had a significant

eff~ct upon career success is important since present

admission criteria requires at least two years of experience

in teaching or administration. This study provides evidence

that years of experience does not positively correlate with

career success and indeed that possessing less experience

facilitates greater career success. It may be possible that
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a ceiling level is reached by some candidates with respect to

adrnini.stration. It may be possible for candidates to acquire

a prlnclpalship but it may be more diff leu1 t to move beyond

this position. If this is the case, then it would seem

plausible to expect candidates with no administrative

experience to find it easier to gain a principalship but

candidates holding a principalship to find it difficult to

gain another position of greater administrative

responsibility. In this type of situation, it. would appear

that having less experience leads to greater career success.

The possibility also exists that age is another factor working

through the experie'1ce variables.

Age was found to have a correlation of -.04 with career

This negative correlation indicates that younger

candidates are achieving greater career success. Since it

would be ~ younger candidate that would have less experience

(teaching or administrative), this factor may help explain the

correlations found between experience and career success.

Type of attendance was not expected to be related to

career success but this was not the case. Attendance showed

a correlation of -.16 (p < .05) with career success. This

negative correlatic:n indicates that Masters candidates

enrolled as full time students showed greater career success

than part time students. This result was unexpected as it is

reasonable to assume that candidates holding administrative

positions would more likely register as part time candidates.
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Once again. ho....ever, age may be a factor working through the

attendance variable.

The intercorrelations among predictor variables showed

that age had a correlation of .17 (p < .01) with type of

attendance. This correlation indicates that older students

were more likely to register as part time in the Masters

progl'lm. Ag::l also sh.:.wed a correlation of .oa with

thesis/non-thesis. This correlation indicates that younger

students were more likely to graduate with a thesis.

These results seem to be indicating a pattern where age

is a key factor with respect to career success. Thesis/non

thesis option, full/part-time status and type of attendance

were all found to be related to career success. Age was found

to be related to each of these predictor variables and would

seem to indicate key connection in predicting

Another interesting and unexpected result was the

relationship between overall undergraduate average and career

This relationship closely approached significance

and perhaps can be supported through SUbjective means. The

correlation between overall undergraduate average and career

success was .12. This indicates that students with higher

overall undergraduate averages seem to achieve greater career

This finding may indicate that school boards are

placing greater emphasis upon overall academic standards when

hiring administrators. This possibility is supported by a
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sUbjective observation indicating that boards list as criteria

in advertisements, the necessity fer including overall

academic transcripts when applying for positions.

Cateer success was not significantly correlated with

training level (r c .006); undergraduf5te average in the last

20 courses (r ... 06); undergraduate average in education

(r ... 08); major area of study (r" .01): sex

(r" .OJ), age (r'" -.04; or years experience (r:: -.12). A

few of these correlations, however, have shed some Ught upon

relationships found to be significant.

The relationship beb..een sex and career success

approached significance but is important due to the negative

correlation found. This finding indicates that males are more

likely than females, to experience r::areer success. Age may

once again be a mitigating factor as the intercorrelation

between age and· sex was found to be .22 ( P < .01). This is

a highly significant finding which indicates that females

registered in the Masters program tend to be older than males.

Obviously then, if age is a factor, one would expect males to

achieve greater career success and indeed results indicate

this pattern.

Given the low correlations founei, generalizations must

be made with a note of caution. It seems obv ious that age is

a variable contL1ually showing up in predicting career

success. It cannot be stated for certain, however, if age is
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directly related to career SUCCE:.SS or if it is related thr\Jugh

association with other rf!lat,!d variables.

~trative Success

Administrative success, as measured by the ~..eadarship

Opinion Ouestionnaire (LOQ) , was used only as a possible

measure of administrative skills. This measure was not used

previously in educational administration and therefore it is

not known how reliable this measure would be in detecting

predictor variables as defined in this stUdy. 'leal's of

experience (teaching or administrative) and possession of

administrative experience were the only predictor variables

expected to be related to administrative success. How~ver,

this relationship ...!as not prClven in the study. This :..tag an

unexpected result but given the age relationship with both

career success and graduate grade average (i.e., younger

candidates perform bf'.tter acad"mically and show greater career

success), this finding does seem plausible in retrospect. it

....ould seem that ears o~ experience as an administrator does

not offer any advantage in scoring higher on the LOQ.

Undergraduate average in the last 20 courses was the only

predictor variable significantly related to administrative

success (r = .15, P < .05). Undergraduate average in

education courses approached significance with a correlation

of .12. Again, this was quite unexpected but perhaps can be
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examined.

Administrative success approached significance with

gre--:-'t:ate average (r .... 10)" Since it has already been

explained that both undergraduate average in the last 20

courses and undergraduate average in education courses were

related to graduate a"Jerage, then it seems logical to assume

that both of thes;e predictor variables would be related co

administrative success.

stepwise .Multiple Regression Analysis

A stepwise multiple regression analysis was att~mpted on

all tour criteria of graduate school success. Analysis could

only be completed, however, on two of these criteria.

Regression analysis was possible or, both graduate grade

average and career success but was not possible with either

administrative success or attainment of degree. There were

a number of factors which may have contributed to the fact

that computer analysis was not possible with these success

As is the case with any regression analysis, a relatively

large "11" is required before any significant effect can be

The total possible linn in this study was 297 (a

relatively small"n"). If predictor variables aro::! highly

lntercorrelated (as was the case in this study), a regression
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analysis would not pick up significant contributions that each

predictor would have with the criteria. In essence,

predictors have to be relatively distinct from one another if

regression is to indicate which predictor is the "biO!5t lt

influence upon any particular criterion.

If this was the case in this study, there is a great risk

that a type II error was possible and thus a conclusion that

there is no statistical significance when in fact there may

have been a relationship. since correlations between

atl:ainment of degree and predictors were very small, it is

possible that the reg-ression analysis was not able to pick up

small statistical significance. '1'his may also have been the

case ",·1t:1 adminIstrative success.

Tables 6 and 7 show the step-pl'ocedure involved with the

regression analysis and indiclltes the multiple R increase for

each step of the regression analysis. Obviously, only

graduate grade average and career success can be reported upon

since these were the only criteria of success satisfying

statistical requirements for this analysis.

The mUltiple regression analysis for graduate grade

average narrowed down the many significant predictors to only

four variables. Undergraduate average in the last 20 courses,

total years of teaChing/administration experience, possessing

administrative experience and major area of study all proved

to be the best predictors of graduate grade average. The

regression analysis seemed to indicate that the graduate
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Table fi

Graduate Gra4e Average: RGgression "nalysis SWlU'llary

!ndependen~

Variable

Undergraduate Average
in Last 20 Courses

Total Years of Teaching
Administrative Experience

Possession of
Administrative Experience

Major Area of Study

Step Multiple R

.52

.56

.57

.58

Note: Significance levels for all correlations - p < .01

Table 7

Career Success: Regression 1I.nalysis Summary

Independent
Variable

Thesis/Non-Thesis
Program option

Possession of
Administrative Experience

Step Multiple R

.18

.23

Note: Significance level -p < .01
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student most likely to achieve a higher graduate grade average

has a higher undergraduate average in the last 20 courses

completed, little experience in the teaching profassion, no

experience as an administrator and a science major in

undergraduate studies. Other predictor variables were found

to be significantly correlated to graduate grade average but

due to their intercorrelation with the four "best" predictors,

they w~re not included in the regression selection. The total

"R" for the four predictors was .58 (p < .01).

From Table 7 I it can be seen that career

regression analysis narrowed down the llbest tl predictors to

only two variables. The thesis/non-thesis option alld

possession of administrative experience proved to be the best

predictors of career success. The total "R" for these two

variables was .23 (p < .01). It would seem that graduate

students most likely to achieve career success complete a

thesis and have no experience in administration prior to entry

into the graduate program. Again, it must be noted that other

predictors were found to be signific<:.ntly correlated with

career success but their high intercorrelation with thE' two

"best" predictors resulted in the regression procedure

selecting only two variables.
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CRAPTER 5

SUM1U.R.~, CONCLUSIONS Alm RECOXMENDATIO}fS

The following conclusions and recol'lUllendations are lIIade

with the caution that many of the correlations found in this

study were quite small. It was not surprising to find

correlations of such small magnitude as much of the p:"'evious

research also indicated similar correlations. It must also

be noted that correlations which approached significance are

discussed in terms of any trends whi=h seem to exist. Again l

caution must be taken when considering recommendations based

upon correlations which only approach significance.

A major problem in interpreting results of this study is

one of causality Since the present study is mainly a

correlational analysis, causality cannot be directly concluded

although this does not diminish the possibility that certain

variables may be causal in nature. The fact that certain

predictor variables ....ere subjective in nature and that certain

criteria of graduate success required sUbjective measures may

reduce the weight given to particular conclusions and

recommendations. Given these cautions, Table a provides a

summary of predictor vnriables showing significant correlation

with each criterion of graduate school success.
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Craduate
Average

Undergraduate
Average in the
Last 20 Courlles

Underqraduate
Averllge in
Education
Coursu

Major Area
of Study

"_
Thesis/non
thesis Progralll
Option

Years of
Experience
(Teaching/
Ad:ainbtrative)

Career
Success

Type of
Attendance

Thesis/non
thesis Progrtlm
option

Expedenca in
Administration

A:lmin1strative
Success

Undergrllduate
Average in the
Last 2Q Courses

Degree
Attllinlllent

't'ype at
Attendance
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Conclusions

The following is a short summarization of the trends

which seem to be evident from the results. This summary is

based not only upon the particular correlations found to be

significant but also upon correlations approaching

significance. For convenience, a summary of trends for each

success criteria is presented.

Administrative Buccess

1. Many of the predictor variables seemed to be highly

intercorrelated, possibly accounting for the inability

of the co,nputerized program to complete a regression

analysis on this success criterion.

2. The graduate student having higher undergraduate averages

in the last 20 courses completed and in education courses

completed showed greater administrative success.

Attainment of Degree

1. A stepwise regression c:ould not be completed on this

success criterion. Again, this is probably due to the

high intercorrelation among predictors.

2. Full-time students were shown to most likely complete the

Masters degree in educational administration.
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Graduate Grade ,"venge

1. Higher graduate grades were obtained by graduate students

possessing the following characteristics:

Cal Higher undergraduate averages in the last 20 courses

completed

(b) Higher undergraduate education course averages

(e) Major in science sUbjects

Cd) Males

(e) Younger graduate students

(f) Thesis students

(g) Less total years of teaching/administrative

experience

(h) Secondary level training (High School Level)

2. A step-wise mUltiple regression selected the following

predictor variables as being the "best" predictors of

graduate grade average:

(a) undergraduate average in last 20 courses

(b) Total years experience

administration)

(e) Experience in administration

(d) Major area of study

(teaching and/or
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Career auee'S9

1. Graduate students most likely to achieve career success

were found to possess the following characteristics:

(a) Full time

(bl Thesis students

(e) No adllinistrative experience

2. Based upon correlations approaChing significance. the

following type or. graduate student will more li:kely

achieve career success:

(a) Students having higher overall undergraduate

averages

(b) Students wlth little total years of teaching and/or

administrative experience

3, A step-wise multiple regression analysis found the

following predictor variables to be the "best" predictors

of career success:

(a) Thesis/non-thesis program option

(b) Experience in administration

Recommenl!ations and Future Research

To the extent that many of the currently used admission

criteria for entrance into the Masters program at Memorial

University of Newfoundland have been employed in this study,

thlil results can serve, in a limited way, to validate currlilnt

admission standards. The following recommendations have been
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made with respect to currently used admissions criteria, a

proposed selective admissions procedure and directions for

future research.

Graduate School Succes, Criteria

The "theoretical framework" section of chapter one,

clearly indicates that graduate departments have to identify

proqram goals in order to develop accurate measures of these

goals. Only when accurate measures of program goals are

identified can graduate departments begin to identify possible

program success predictors. I f the selection process tak.es

any other order than just described, it will no doubt be a

very inaccurate selection procedure.

Of the four success measures employed in this study, only

two measures (attainm,mt of degree and graduate grade average)

are obviously vital to the prediction of success. Both career

and administrative success measures employed in this study

involve totally subjective interpretations on the part of tbe

researcher.

The following recommendations are based upon tbe

difficulties in identifying criteria and accurate

program predictors.

1. The oepartment of Educational Administration at

Memorial university ot Newfoundland should make a

comprehensive effort to determine its program

objectives. If these objectives are already present
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or inherent in the current program, it is not

readily apparent.

2. The Department of Educational Administration at

Memorial should examine ways and means to accurately

measure program objectives.

3. Sources of information that should be drawn upon to

identify measurement of objectives and indeed to

identify the objectives must includ~ professors,

school boards, practising administrators, students

and especially the available literature.

4. Once program objectives have been identified, the

Department of Educational Administration at Memorial

should search for accurate program predictors.

These predictors will have to be tested through

studies such as the present one and continually

updated as testing would suggest. This will result

in a fair and justifiable selection procedure.

currently used 1l.dmission criteria

The Department of Educational Administration at Memorial

requires that ci::tndidates for the Masters program have at least

two years of teaching and/or administrative e ..<perience and an

average of at least 65 percent in the last 20 undergraduate

courses completed in addition to both professional and

academic letters of recommendation.
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Most of the weight in the selection process is given to

academic requirements and professional experience, although

letters of recommendation are used as an "e xtra" to 'verify

candidate's academic qualifications which may be in question.

This study did not examine letters of recommendation as Go

possible predictor variable. The literature clearly shows

that letters of recommendation are at best suspect in

predicting graduate school success. Tversky (1972), Wright

(1974) and Rim (1976) all found letters of recommen:3ation to

be unreliable in predicting graduate success. Other

researchers have found recommendation ratings to be somewhat

useful in predicting "non-academic" aspects of graduate school

Rock (1972) and Conrad, Trismen and Miller (1977)

found recommendaticns useful in predicting attainment of

degree while Bozarth (1956) and Thorn and Hickcox (1975) found

recommendations useful in predicting career success.

Based upon results of this study, the following, are

recommendations with respect to currently used admission

criteria at Memo:t:ial university of Newfoundland.

1. Letters of recommendation should be examined with

respect to their use as predictors of graduate

2. The use of the last 20 undergraduate course average

as a predictor of graduate success is well supported

by the results of this study. There is every

indication that the use of such a predictor as a
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criterion for graduate school admission is certainly

valid.

3. (a) The use of administrative experience as a

criterion for graduate admission is not

supported by this study. The Depart!tlent of

Educational Administration should place little

or no emphasis upon hav ing such experience

prior to admission into the graduate program.

(b) Results clearly show that greater teaching

expel ience dC,;);$ not facilitate greater graduate

However. all graduate studants

examined in this study possessed at least two

years of teachin-J and/or administrative

experience. While it could be argued that at

least two years of experience is necessary for

graduate school success, results seem to

warrant at least a serious examination of this

two year requirement as an admissions

criterion.

IQ..wards a New Selection Procedure

If the Department of Educational Administration wishes

to improve its currently used selective admissicns procedure,

the following recommendations may prove valuable:
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1. Undergraduate average in the last 20

completed should be given priority in determining

possible graduate program candidates.

2. Undergraduate average in Education courses proved

to be a significant factor in predicting graduate

This predictor should be given serious

consideration in the selective admissions procedure.

3. Undergraduate major area of study should be examined

a possibl£l crherion of graduate adrniosions due

to the finding that science majors show greater

graduate success than non-science majors, Caution

should be noted with this criterion since the actual

difference in graduate avera~es between the three

J:'Iajor groups was very small.

4. Type of attendance was found to be significantly

related to both career success and attainment of

degree with full-time students showing greater

success than part-time students. If size of

enrolment becomes with graduate

registration, it would seem appropriate to reduce

part-time students rather than full~time students.

5. The above notwithstanding, thesis students showed

greater graduate success than non-thesis stUdents.

Since many graduate students require sufficient time

to complete a thesis, the following recommendation

is made. Graduate students who opt for a thesis may
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require part-time registration but are better

advised to complete all academic courses while in

tull-time attendance.

6. GivAn the sUbjective observation that administration

seems to be male oriented and that most of the

graduate teaching staff in administration is male,

the department should consider the possibility that

the program is biased in favour of the male gender.

This po!'sibility is given some support by the

finding that males score higher graduate averages

than females in educational administration.

7. As stated previously, there is a possibility that

the Department of Educational Administration and

school boards have differing expectations of what

constitutes an effective administrator. If this is

true, the department should attempt to reconcile

these differences. Such an important contradiction

would devastate any selective admissions policy.

This recommendation is made with respect to the

follOWing findings which seem to suggest a basic

di fference in graduate school and school board

expectations of administrators.

(a) It would appear from the results that thesis

students are more likely to achieve

success than non-thesis students. Since the

graduate school at Memorial University of
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Newfoundland offers the thesis program as an

option, perhaps students should be made aware

of this trend with respect to career success.

(b) Graduate students wit.h little or no experience

in adm:.nistration and who are younger seem to

achieve greater graduate success. If this

finding is accurate, one would have to question

why the current admission criteria seem to

emphasize having such experience. School

boards are opting fo~ younger administrative

candidates. This finding is rather weak with

respect to hiring practices, however, as

criteria for administrators seem to vary among

school boards.

(0) Results clearly she\'! that undergraduate average

in the last 20 courses completed seems to

correlate with graduate school average but

overall undergraduate average to

correlate with career success. This finding

may mean that school boards are placing greater

weight on a graduate'S total course average in

undergradu",t-p. years while the department is

placing greater emphasis on the average in the

last 20 courses completed. There is obviously

a contradiction and it is possible that

graduate students who have little chance 0::
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becoming administrators are be!;,g admitted to

the program.

These recommendations both directly and indirectly relate to

selective lldlllissions. However, the nature of the graduate

program seems to be a constant theme. As was stated in the

introduction to this thesis, program Objectives and

expectations must be clarified before a selective admissions

procedure can be accurate.

This study has only touched the surface with respect to

factors affecting graduate school success. Many interesting

results were found and perhaps certain relationships were

clarified. However, many variables included in this study

....ere arbitrary and perhaps certain crucial variables have been

omitted. Only through a rigorous process of validation will

graduate departments be able to accurately define factors

affeeting graduate success.
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APPENDIX A

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire administered to all candidates, was

designed to measure the degree of career and administrative

success attained. All candidates were asked to respond to the

questionnaire according to the specific instructions given.

There ....':re two sections to the questionnaire. The first

section was a measurement of career success and the second

section a measurement of administrative success. Career

was measured by asking the candijatl?s certain key

questions concerning their career status. Administrative

success ....as determined by summing the responses to each

statement on the Leadership opinion Questionnaire (LOQ).

The career success questionnaire (part I) was designed

to be scored quickly and accurately according to the

definition of career success employed in this study.

Essentially. if the graduate answered "YES" to either

questions 3 or 4 in column A or questions 2 or 3 in column B,

he is she has demollstrated career success.

The original LOQ was modified for use in this study.

Several of the items have slight word changes so as to better

reflect an educational work situation. These word r:hanges do

not in any way alter the meaning or orientation of the

statements.

Since different LaQ statements (items) have different

response patterns (for example, "always lt on some items instead
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of "often"), the revised LOQ was modified so that items of

identical response patterns are grouped with one another.

This grouping provided a more efficient marking scheme by the

researcher and lola:;. e~pected to require less time to complete

thus facilitating a greater questionnaire return rate.

Each item on the LOQ had either a positive or negative

orientation toward a particular leadership dimension. Item

#1, for example, had a negative orientation toward the

consideration dimension. The effective administrator would

never refuse to compromise a point and therefore a response

of "never" was given the highest score (4) for this item. Th.

lowest score (0) was given if the candidate responded "always"

on item U.

Items having a positive orientation were rated from zero

to four in ascending order starting with the first possible

response to the item. Item #3, for example, had a positive

orientation, therefore, a response of "alway!::" was given the

highest rating of four.
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Dear Former Graduate Student:

I am completing research on "factors affecting graduate
school success tl as part of my thesis for the H.Ed. program at
Memorial University of Newfoundland. Both Dr. Kitchen and I
feel that information gathered for' this thesis may ....ell alter
future selection procedures in the Educational Administration
program.

I realize that you are very busy this time of year, but
a few minutes of your time can provide me with the data needed
to complete this study. All information is confidential and
your name is not needed. Each subject has been provided a
number. Please do not erase the number on your survey as this
will invalidate the survey. If you wish to call or write for
further information, please do SQ.

PLE1\SE COMPLE'I'E 'I'HIS SURVEY AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Yours truly,

tfe-wL td.f<-
Bernard Woodfine



'29

Dear Former Graduate Student:

Some time ~go. you received a survey which is required
as part of my Thesis for an M.Ed. Degree at Memorial. I
realize our work situations are such that many surveys are
received.

I am including another copy of this survey in the hope
that you will indeed complete and return it to me. There is
a self addressed envelope enclosed.

Yours truly,

£lu-d-~
Bernard Woodfine
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tnltt'llCUObl1 Pl coaplate til. ' ..11ow1nq qIIut!".. by pl hl'l" chick
( 'aarlr; in tlla bOil: illdicIUDqyOUI' t ..potr. Depandbq
UPOll your r ••p"II" to qu•• tio(, n. you w111 b.". to &IlIVU'

tlllqllUUOhlillt.U.la.l:Col\llUlr.UClllll&ll"

~:D1dyouholdapoaltionoladlliIHnraciv.r..ponsibilltyiIlYoul'
work situation I3l..W:.I YOII enroll,d in tllil ".Ed. proqnlll It IllltOtial

,uO
l! youanlloludYES t"quntion n. cOlpla"aC;p}umn'" m"ulpD' pnlv.

It you an,wnd NO to quuUon 11. compllte ,plumn B queatlQn, poly.

Cpllll!!DA

~:ooyouprot..ntlyhold.
poaition ot 9reacGr "dmiohtrat!"1
r••pon"iblUty than you reportad in
QUIstionl?

lilI..Ia.: crutlr administrative
r••ponaibilley can mean any Ofl

lIovln9 troID vic.·prlncipal co
principal, prlnciplll to
lup.rinundent, principll eo
aillstant lup.rlntand.nt,
anb-eant sup.rint.ndent to
.",p.rintlnd.nt.

Kovlng to a larq.r .Gchool or
dilltrict.v.n it you hold the
Ull. type of position (•.9.,
ptinclpalof.200student.1Il0vil'lq
to.SOO.tud"nt.ehool).

YESel NO 0
H you .n.waud!!Sl. to quution 2, you
do not n.ed to an..... t any other
qu••tions in thb saetion but pluse
eOlllplata p.rt t ...o ot ttlil IUrv.y.
It yClII .n....arad 1U ~o question 2,
pleas. continue to que.t)ol\ c.

Qla~: Did you raceive the
po.itiontlportedinqu..tlon2,"'hlle
you w.t.antollad in th.ll.td. ptoqnl:l?

Yt5 0 HO 0
It you an....and ~ to quelltlC1n 3,
ple.s. ptClee.d tCl P.rt 1'\10 or the

Cglumn!!

~:Oidyo\ll"llc.iv.

an odllllnhtutivi position
whUayo\lwerelnrolllldin
theM,Ed. proqnl'?

YES 0
H yeuanlwlnd:a,s to the
abeVIqulseion2, pll".e
proc..d tCl Part 'I'vo ot till.
.urv.y.

It you anllwlrad liO: to qIlLstion '2
pl.... continul to qulsUon 13.

~'Didyourael1v.

an adllllninrativepoaition!!1..t..ll.lD
~aftlryouqradu.t.d

(orldt) thell.Ed. proqralll.

VESCJ NO 0
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~l Eaeh itelll b41011 is II stltelllent concerninq II particular
behaviour wbich ..ay or tllay not be demonstnted by various leaders. YOU have
to respond to eaeh itelll on the basis of hOIl you think. administrators
Iluders) .ih.Qll.l.il behave. Read each itelll carefully land respond to the itlllllS
by placing a check {./) lIlark In the :Jloclt correspondinq to the rll&ponse most
sll11nar to your own. Then are no right or wrong responses.~
gnly 9nft tnpOD$! for 510Gh IteM,

1 Refuu' to cOlllprolllis8 II point

~ Speak in II ..anner &0 as not
to bll. questioned

l Stand up for subordinates even
it it. is unpopular to do so

4 :Insist that everything be done
yOUl;' lIay

!> Reject SU998stions for chsnq8

6 Blick up What: peeple under you do

7 Be &1011 to accept nell ideas

8 Treat all subordinates as your
equal

') Criticize a specUic IICt rather
thon II pllrticulllr lIlell\l:ler of the
workgroup

10 Be 111111ng to make changes

11 Put suggestions made by peaple
ill the work graup inta operation

12 Get the appravlt.l of the work
qroup 9n i1Dportallt matters
before goillg ahead with plan

1) Rule with an iroll hand

14 Critici~e poor work

15 wait for peaple in the work
group to push !lew Ideas



Assign people in the \lork
..roup to particular tasks

MJt that people under you
tallow to the letter, ttlose
~tandard routines handed to you

Put t~. organizations \lalta:..
above the wallare ot IIny member
in it

Insist that you be infol"lled on
decillione lIIadt by sUbordinateJ

Let ottlers do their work the
way they think be!Jt

Decide 1n detail ~l\at ,tldl be
done end how it stlall be dcne
by the \lork group

lIeet with the ..roup at
regularly scheduled titles

See to it thet subordinates ere
work!",,> to th~lr capacity
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Do per.oNl! favours tor people
in the work qfOllp

as A.k tor .ars than Nabers of
the work qtoU9 can qat daM

Htlp ~opl.ln t.h.I/ork qrollp
wltll their personlll proble"

ClIaIl9Il. the duti •• of people in
tile lIor)(, lJfOUP withoUt first
talUn9 it oval; vitll thee

Rita•• to 'lllliein 1115 or htr
actions

ACt without consulting tile \fOrk
,~p

Glya In to others in discunions
vith YOllr work group

tneour4q' overt1.. work

Try out your own ne" ideas In the
work qroup

EneoUJ:'aq, slow-working people in
tll. work group to vork hlrder

""II for ..criticu frolll vorkers
under you tor til, lIood of tile
.ntir. t'l'9.ni:ation

ottu nell .tprolchts to problellls



3i Resilt e.tUUW;1S _n v.y. ot' dolnq
thirq. .

)7 Talk .bout hoy .ueh .tlould be
done

JI Strut beil'l'J .h••" of other
org.nhation.s

39 Constantly el.un" grllllter effort
t'ro. people 1n the loIorlt qE'OIlP

~o &laphnhin9 ...ting of " ••\tilnes
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In the spice provided below_ pleue list ~'o\lr UIlDERCRAIlIl"TE Major and "tnor
UII or study: the HUKBER ot couneli cOllpleted 1n the Major and Kinor atea;
your leVel ot training.

Major Are. of Study _

!'linor Arn ot Study _

, COUrl.~

PTlury _ El •••ntuy Secondary _



APPENDIX B

correspondence
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•SLJohn's,:'<Jewfoundland. Canada

Dtp(lrlll1(rH of EdurQ/ional AdmfniSlrQlklll

July 29, 1986

Ms. Sheila Devine
Associate Registrar
Memorial University of Newfoundland

Dear Ms. Devine:

As we discussed on the telephone this morning. r am entloslnog
a list of the transcripts required by Bernnd Woodfine for his stUdy
"Predicting Graduate Student Success on the Master of Edutatlon Programme
in Educational Administration at Memorial University of Newfoundland"
Hr. Woodfine has signed for Mr. Collins a document "Permission to
Access the Reslscrar's On-l.ine Computer }'iles". allreeing to proc'.lct the
confidentiallty of all information.

The transcripts should be sent directly to me and 1 wHI ~e t

them to him.

Mr. Woodfine. like most. graduate students, is 1n a nurry.
Consequently, loIe would appreciate receiVinG the transcripts as soon as
convenient.

Many thanks.

Yours sincerely, ~

,,/" Hubert. W. Ki t.chen. Head
Depart.ment of Educational

Administration

I!\IK
/dJ

Encl.
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September 6, 1988

Mr. B. Woodfine
P.O. Box 4
Buchans, !'iF
AOH lGO

Dear Mr. Woodfine:

Erclosed you will find a p ":"int out of your regressions
for GRAD and JOB. As you will notice there is a regression
for JOB but not for GRAD. The reason for this is the
predictor variables which you use simply do not come clcse
enough to form the correlations which you ask of it. It "'1"'Juld
be more beneficial to you to examine the individual
correlations which you already have in your possessio.l. I
hope the infornation you have will be of assistance to you.
If you have any further questions plea:;e feel free to call
(737-8689) or write.

'iour~",truly,

/
M. shapter
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